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ABSTRACT

This thesis develops two methods of describing bloodflow 
for analyzing heat transfer in tissue. The first method 

characterizes cerebral bloodflow (CBF) in the different 

anatomical tissue regions in and around malignant gliomas 

based on measurements made from xenon enhanced computed 

tomography (XeCT) and on various patient and tumor 

characteristics. The identified regions were the tumor core, 
active tumor, edema, normal tissue adjacent to the tumor, and 

remote normal tissue in the opposite side of the brain.

The second method involves generating an artificial 

three dimensional representation of discrete countercurrent 

vascular networks. Vessels are modeled as rigid straight 

line segments with zero wall thickness and fully developed 

steady state laminar flow. Both methods provide promising 

tools for increasing the understanding of heat transfer in

tissue.
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INTRODUCTION

Regardless of the hyperthermia modality used for a 

cancer treatment, knowledge of the bloodflow in the treatment 

region is of the utmost importance in order to accurately 

determine the entire temperature distribution. Two methods 

are developed to describe bloodflow in a manner suitable for 

heat transfer analysis. The first is a lumped perfusion 
model, which assumes that the treatment region can be divided 

into subvolumes of constant perfusion. These values can be 

used in the bioheat transfer equation of Pennes [19] to 

calculate the complete temperature field. However, thermal 

effects of any large discrete vessels that may lie in the 

region are ignored. To account for these vessels, the second 

method explicitly models an arbitrary number of discrete 

vessels in a user-defined network. Current research 

indicates the need for modeling these discrete vessels [21].

This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I, entitled 

"Cerebral Bloodflow In and Around Malignant Gliomas," 

describes how measurements from XeCT can be used to predict 

CBF in different anatomical tissue regions of brain tumors. 

It is virtually identical to a paper of the same name which 

has been submitted for publication in the Journal of 
Neurosurgery. The author of this thesis was responsible for 

the data collection and preliminary analysis performed for 

the study. Co-authors on the paper were: John M. Kittelson,
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a statistician in the Biometry program at the Arizona Cancer 
Center in Tucson, Arizona, who performed the indepth 

statistical analysis; Dr. John A. Kodak, a neuroradiologist 

at the Barrow Neurological Institute in Phoenix, Arizona, who 

identified the different anatomical tissue regions on the CT 

scans; and Drs. Robert B . Roemer and L . Philip Carter of the 

University Medical Center in Tucson, Arizona, who provided 

guidance throughout the entire research project and advice in 

the compilation of the paper. Part II is entitled "A 

Flexible Three Dimensional Vascular Structure Geometry 

Generator" and presents a method of modeling discrete blood 

vessels in an arbitrary treatment region.
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PART I:

CEREBRAL BLOODFLOW IN AND AROUND MALIGNANT GLIOMAS
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Abstract

Knowledge of the cerebral bloodflow (CBF) in and around 

malignant gliomas is of crucial importance in developing 

strategies for hyperthermia, radiation, and chemotherapy of 

these difficult to cure lesions. Twenty six patients with 

either ' anaplastic astrocytomas or glioblastomas were 
evaluated with stable xenon computed tomographic (XeCT) CBF 

Studies. For each patient, two pre-treatment (hyperthermia) 

tomographic CT scans were taken sequentially at each scan 

level investigated; a normal (non-enhanced) anatomical scan, 

and a xenon enhanced perfusion scan. An experienced 

neuroradiologist outlined (on each anatomical CT scan) the 

low density tumor core, the enhanced active ring of the 

tumor, the low density peripheral edema, a region of normal 

brain adjacent to the tumor, and a region of remote normal 

tissue on the opposite side of the brain. The CBF in each of 

these outlined anatomical regions (whose outlines were 

automatically superimposed on the XeCT scans) was then 

determined using a software package that converts greyscale 

levels on the XeCT scans to perfusions. Multiple regression 

analysis of the logs of the CBF was used to analyze 

differences in bloodflow between regions and associations of 

bloodflow with various patient and tumor characteristics. In 

all cases statistically significant differences in perfusion 

values exist between the anatomically outlined regions. The
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normal brain tissue adjacent to the tumor was found to have a 

relative flow (relative to the opposite side brain tissue 
CBF) of 0.84, the edematous tissue had a relative flow of
0.47, the active tumor 0.69, and the core 0.40. Significant 
bloodflow was present in the necrotic core, contradicting the 

assumption that there is zero or minimal bloodflow in such 

regions. Clearly present, too, is the recurring 

statistically significant pattern of a relatively low 

perfusion in both the tumor core and edema, and relatively 

higher perfusions in the active tumor and adjacent normal 
tissue.

A significant negative correlation of bloodflow was 

found with age and volume of tumor for every anatomical 

region studied. Variables that were found not to be of 

significance were sex, multiplicity of lobes, hemisphere, 

treatment stage, lobe of the brain, Karnofsky score, and 
histology.
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Introduction

Knowledge of CBF is important in planning and evaluating 

new treatment strategies with hyperthermia, radiation, and 

chemotherapy of malignant gliomas, and has some implications 

for interpreting clinical symptomology. However, to date 

there have been relatively few studies that have 

characterized CBF in and around spontaneous tumors in humans. 
The prior studies which have been done involved only a small 

number of patients, and quantitative studies have produced 

discrepant results.[3, 25]. Thus, the goal of this study is 

to use stable XeCT to measure and characterize CBF in and 

around malignant gliomas in an attempt to develop an 

appropriate knowledge base for use in developing more 

effective treatments of these lesions.

It is of particular interest to apply hyperthermia as an 

adjuvant modality [10, 24] . Recent studies have indicated 

that interstitial implants may be effective in raising the 

therapeutic ratio in the treatment of malignant gliomas, 

especially with the use of adjuvant hyperthermia [1, 11, 23, 

24]. Scanned focused ultrasound is a second modality which 

has also been successfully used to localize hyperthermia in 

brain tumors [10]. For these, or any other hyperthermia 

treatments to be effective, sufficient power must be applied 

to raise the minimum tissue temperature in the tumor above a 

therapeutic value while maintaining the maximum normal tissue
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temperature below the value at which tissue damage occurs 
[22]. However, the complete temperature distribution in and 

around the tumor cannot be directly and accurately measured 

during such treatments with presently available clinical 

technology; nor can that distribution be theoretically 
calculated using any known treatment model because of the 

unknown CBF values [22]. Thus, in these and other 

applications, knowledge of CBF is important. In the treatment 

of brain lesions, the need for an accurate assessment and 

shaping of the temperature field is more important than in 

most other anatomical locations, a factor which has motivated 

this study. To the author's knowledge this is the first 

attempt to systematically distinguish between bloodflow 

values in the different anatomically identifiable regions 

within and adjacent to spontaneous human tumors.
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Methodology

Subjects

The study analyzed the XeCT CBF values obtained from 27 

patients (Table la). Twenty of the patients underwent the 
xenon procedure as part of clinical trials involving 

hyperthermia treatments [10, 24], The seven remaining 

patients underwent XeCT CBF studies during the course of 

treatment of their malignant gliomas using other modalities. 

Prior to the XeCT, all patients studied had a biopsy to 

determine histology, six had a debulking of their tumor 

(patient numbers 3, 8, 11, 16, 18, and 24), and two had had a 

craniotomy (patients 1 and 25). The patient group included 

11 females and 16 males, ranging in age from 21 to 79 (median 

age: 46). Tumor volumes (calculated from the anatomical CTs) 

ranged from 5 to 175 cubic centimeters with a median of 53.5 

cc. Twenty six patients received an external beam radiation 

treatment (patient number 12 did not) with doses ranging from 

4000 to 6300 rads (median = 4970). Of these patients, twenty 

one also received an interstitial radiation treatment 

(patients 1, 10, 22, 24 and 27 did not) with doses ranging 

from 1388 to 5000 rads (median = 3860) . In all except five 

cases (patients 2, 7, 8, 19, and 23), the xenon procedure was 

administered after external beam radiation treatment had been 

completed and prior to the interstitial radiation treatment. 

Of these five patients, three (patients 2, 8, and 19)
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Table la: Patient Characteristics

Pat.
Num. Age Sex KPS1

Turn.
Vol. Hist.1 2

Tx
Stage3 Side4 *

i Mult 
Lobe' i Lobe6

1 58 F Y 119 GBM I L P Y
2 42 F Y 175 GBM I L F N
3 32 F Y 75 GBM I L T Y
4 71 M Y 35 GBM I R P N
5 37 F Y 90 AA I R P N
6 44 M Y 57 GBM I L P Y
7 53 M Y 90 GBM I R P Y
8 54 M Y 115 GBM R L 0 Y
9 46 M Y 97 GBM I R P N
10 25 F Y 11 AA I R F N
11 50 M Y 61 GBM R R T Y
12 66 M GBM I R T Y
13 36 N 34 AA I L P N
14 65 Y 10 GBM I R F N
15 32 Y 50 GBM I R T Y
1G 70 Y 70 GBM I L P Y
17 43 Y 10 GBM I L F N
18 21 Y 5 GBM I L 0 N
19 39 M Y 50 GBM 1 R T N
20 59 F 97 GBM I L T Y
21 36 F 87 2 R R F Y
22 39 M Y 42 GBM I R T Y
23 53 M Y 50 GBM I R P N
24 72 M Y 100 GBM I L T Y
25 41 M Y 20 AA I R F N

26 68 F N 42 GBM R R F Y
27 71 F N 30 GBM 1 R F N

1. Karnofsky performance status. V = KPS greater than or equal 90; N = KPS less than 90.
2. AA =  Anaplastic Astrocytoma: GBM =  Glioblastom a Multiforme.
3. 1 =  patients undergoing the blood flow study during the course of initial therapy; R =  patients undergoing 
the blood flow study during treatment of recurrent disease.
4. L =  left hemisphere; R = ngnt hemisphere.
5 F =  frontal lobe; 0  = occipital lobe: T = temporal lobe; P =  parietal lobe.
6. N =  tumor contained in a single lobe: Y =  tumor extends beyond one lobe.
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underwent xenon inhalation after receiving an implant 

therapy, and two (patients 7 and 23) did so during the course 

of their external beam radiation treatment. Even after an 

extensive search, information on prior surgery and radiation 

treatments could not be located for one patient (number 12). 

Most of the patients (22/27) had glioblastoma multiforme 
(GBM), 4/27 had anaplastic astrocytoma (AA), and one patient

had a grade 2 astrocytoma. The patient with the grade 2 

tumor was later excluded from the analysis for reasons 

described in the Data Analysis section. Tumors were located 

at various locations throughout the cerebral hemispheres.

Xenon inhalation procedure

To obtain the wash-in data for this study, subjects 
inhaled a 32%/68% Xe/C>2 mixture for approximately 4.5-5 

minutes. During this time, multiple (4-6) scans were taken 

sequentially at each scan level (of which there were a 

maximum of three) at approximately 45 to sixty second 

intervals. The scan sequences at each scan level were 

computer processed using the GE software package available on 

the GE9800 scanner which produces a CBF map of the brain at 

that scan level.

Scans

Frequently, the entire tumor was too large to be 

encompassed by a single scan level for the xenon enhanced CT.
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w/

Therefore, up to three scan level images encompassing the 

largest cross sectional area of the tumor volume . were 

selected. At each scan level a pair of images (an anatomical 

scan and a corresponding xenon enhanced perfusion scan) 

comprised a study set. Scans sets having no evidence of 

greater than minimal movement by the patient during the 

procedure, so that the resolution was the best possible, were 

chosen for inclusion in this study. A total of 54 scans from 

the 27 patients were used in the present analysis. One scan 

was later eliminated from the analysis because it lacked any 

identifiable tumor. All CT scan slices had a thickness of 10 
mm.

Data Acquisition

Using a software package available from General Electric 

Inc. for calculating CBF from the Xe wash-in data (XeCBF, G. 

E . Industries) with a GE9800 scanner, it was possible to 

display side by side on a split screen, both the anatomical 

CT scan and the corresponding xenon clearance CBF scan of the 

same cross section at each scan level; both displayed on the 

same scale. While looking only at the anatomical scan, the 

neuroradiologist (J . A. H. ) identified the separate tissue 

regions mentioned previously by tracing their outlines on the 
anatomical CT scans. The GE software allowed these scans, 

plus their superimposed outlines to be saved for future use. 

The method used to identify the anatomical tissue regions to
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be traced has been previously described by Latchaw [15] and 
William [30]. The basic procedure followed was that on each 
anatomical CT scan, any low attenuation area central to the 

tumor mass was traced and identified as the necrotic tumor 

core region (C). Peripheral to this core the higher 

attenuation tissue was identified as the active tumor region 

(A) . Surrounding this active zone, any tissue with lower 

attenuation values than normal brain tissue was identified as 

brain edema (E). Outward from the edema, or from the active 

tumor margin if there was no identifiable edema, the brain 

tissue was identified as normal and free of obvious tumor 

(N) . The area of that normal tissue that was bounded by- 

tracing was chosen to be of comparable size to the other 

regions. The traces outlining the major regions generally 

appeared as concentric rings, or portions of rings when the 

tumor was near the skull. Finally, a single region of normal 

brain tissue on the opposite side of the brain that was in 

approximately the same anatomical location as the tumor (as 

reflected to the opposite side of the brain) and of 

approximately the same size as the total area of all of the 

tissue regions in and around the tumor was also traced. An 

example of a typical scan with the different anatomical 

tissue regions identified on it is shown in Figure 1. Figure 

2a shows an example of an anatomical region of remote normal 

tissue identified in the opposite side of the brain.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: An example of an anatomical CT scan before (a)
and after (b) the major anatomical tissue regions were 
identified by tracing. 1 = tumor core (C), 2 = active 
tumor (A) , 3 = edema (E), 4 = normal tissue adjacent to the 
tumor (N).
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) A region of remote normal tissue in the
opposite side of the brain; (b) CBF2 software returns a 
single value for the average CBF in the entire region, as 
well as its standard deviation.
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To analyze the XeCT data within each identified 
anatomical tissue region, a software package (CBF2. Yonas and 

Zhang, University of Pittsburgh) specifically developed for 

use with the split screen displays generated on the GE9800 
machine was used. This package allows the user to identify 
areas of arbitrary shapes and sizes on the anatomical CT, and 

for each such area, a monitor displays the average perfusion 

within the area and'the standard deviation thereof. It does 

so by using an algorithm that converts greyscale on the xenon 

enhanced CT scan to a perfusion value for every pixel in the 

identified area. For the present study, a fixed, small 
rectangular area of 0.11 cm2 in size was used (Figure 3) as 

the basic unit for which blood flow values were determined. 

A matrix of these small rectangular areas was constructed 

which covered the entire area of the brain containing the 

anatomical tissue regions that had been previously identified 

(C, A, E, N) . The resulting perfusion values of each small 

rectangle in the mesh were recorded, as were the locations of 

each rectangle in the mesh. Each rectangle was uniquely 

associated with a single anatomical tissue region. For this 
association to be made, a rectangle must have lied entirely 

within the respective anatomical tissue region. Rectangles 

containing more than one anatomical tissue region (i.e. those 

containing within their boundaries a portion of the original 

trace drawn by the neuroradiologist that identifies the 

different anatomical tissue regions) were considered border
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Figure 3: An example of the mesh of small rectangular
areas superimposed over traces identifying the anatomical 
tissue regions. CBF2 software calculates the average CEF 
and standard deviation within each rectangle.
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regions. The type of border region was determined by the 

anatomical tissue regions that it separated, so that a 

distinction is made between the core-active tumor border 

(CA) , the active tumor-normal tissue border (AN), and so on 
(Refer to Table lb) . For the opposite side normal brain, 

only a single value of blood flow was determined for the 

complete area of normal tissue which had been traced (Figure 

2b) .

Data Analysis

Data analysis was based upon the arithmetic average of 

the perfusion values of all of the small rectangular areas in 

each anatomical tissue region for each patient. If more than 

one scan was available for a given patient, the average CBF 

for a given anatomical tissue region was computed using the 

CBF values from all of the small rectangular areas from all 

scans. This approach of using these average values was 

necessary because CBF in neighboring rectangular squares was 

found to be correlated, and regression coefficients that are 

computed in an analysis that is based on correlated data are 

likely to be controlled'by the number of data points in a 

given region rather than by the physiological processes that 

determine bloodflow [28] . All analyses utilized multiple 

linear regression techniques [28]. Statistical model 

selection was conducted in two steps: (1) identify those 

variables that have significant univariate association with



Table lb: Blood Flow (cc/100 g/min) by region

Pat.
Hum. Core Active Edema Norm. CA CE AE AN EN

Op.
Side

1 4.1 (5.3) 20.7 (13.2) 11.7 (9.1) * 13.5 (11.2) * 16.1 (10.2) * 9 35.9
2 2.9 (6.6) 36.6 (18.6) 14.9 (12.9) 34.0 (21.8) 17.6 (17.7) 11.1 (113) 15.1 (15.0) 29.0 (16.7) 21.7 (14.6) 46.9
3 9.4 (10.2) 25.4 (15.6) 0 31.8 (16.6) 17.2 (16.6) 0 9 28.7 (15.7) 9 27.5
4 16.2 (21.6) 26.6 (22.1) * 36.5 (20.2) 24.4 (22.9) 9 25.7(15.1) 9 29.2
5 20.7 (16.4) 32.2 (19.5) * 37.7 (21.0) 32.8 (23.6) * 9 34.9 (19.8) 9 47.5
6 22.0(14.1) 43.8 (17.9) 24.9(15.5) 50.3 (20.1) 37.5 (18.9) * 37.5(15.0) 41.8 (19.8) 47.1
7 16.4 (19.5) 23.1 (178) * 33.8 (24.0) 20.8 (18.2) 0 9 27.9 (25.5) 9 27.4
8 e 45.1 (18.0) 29.1 (21.0) 34.1 (24.3) 6 0 35.1 (19.4) 0 34.1 (26.5) 45.4
9 38.6 (27.0) 40.1 (13.8) 78.6 (18.0) 31.3 (19.6) 38.2 (23.5) « 37.3 (20.3) 21.1 (21.5) 27.4 (22.8) 77.7
10 28.2 (18.9) 34.6 (15.1) $ 45.1 (16.3) 38.9 (25.3) 0 9 43.3 (14.3) 9 45.2
11 14.2 (13.1) 22.2 (16.0) * 27.0 (16.8) 20.0 (20.6) 0 * 23.0 (16.0) 9 36.0
12 12.0 (9.9) 1 20.2 (13.9) 25.7 (11.4) 16.4 (12.8) * 9 23.1 (11.9) 9 28.0
13 54.1 (48.0) ' 53.4 (20.2) * 47.5 (17.4) 58.9 (32.8) 9 44.7 (17.4) 9 65.1
14 21.0 (13.7) 45.6 (29.8) 0 27.8 (16.0) 26.4 (20.1) $ 9 34.5 (20.2) 9 39.3
15 20.1 (13.1) 46.4 (13.4) 0 26.9 (13.3) 34.9 (14.7) * 9 36.2 (13.3) 9 47.0
16 * 11.7 (8.2) 11.9(7.8) 33.7 (9.9) » $ 9.6 (10.7) e 25.9(12.7) 32.9
17 14.1(8.6) 21.7 (9.5) a 20.2(11.6) 21.2 (10.2) 0 9 19.9 (11.6) 9 27.8
18 22.7 (14.0) 62.7 (23.2) 0 55.4 (26.8) 32.4 (20.5) 9 9 54.6 (22.5) 9 48.2
19 14.6(11.6) 41.2 (18.6) 19.2 (20.2) » 25.1 (16.4) 0 24.9(15.3) 0 9 30.4
20 15.8 (14.1) 17.2 (8.1) 17.9(15.7) 40.4 (19.2) 17.2 (14.3) 9 20.2(11 6) 36.4 (17.5) 30.6 (14.1) 37.8
21 # 105.7 (33.1) 90.9 (30.8) <■ 9 9 101.8 (31.2) 9 76.5
22 20.( (7.8) 12.2 (8.1) 22.2 (12.3) 15.1 (8.0) 9 9 15.0 (10.3) 9 43.8
23 10.3 (13.7) 11.4(11.8) * 13.7 (15.8) 16.2 (17.3) 9 9 13.8 (13.0) 9 21.1
24 8.0 (6.5) 27.0 (15.7) <• 31.8 (14.8) 21.6 (13.9) 9 9 26.1 (12.5) 9 38.4
25 » 61.7 (25.8) 29.2 (20.1) 43.9 (20.9) » 9 52.6 (21.1) 35.9 (21.1) 48.9
26 11.6 (13.4) 44.3 (14.5) 17.8(12.3) 40.7 (14.4) 24.3 (21.4) 30.2 (11.4) 32.3(16.2) 29.8 (13.0) 29.5 (13.4) 42.1
27 16.0 (10.5) 38.8 (18.0) 30.4(14.1) 29.4 (13.6) • 22.3 (12.8) 9 50.3 (25.2) 32.1 (15.1) 38.0 (14.7) 35.6

1. Mean blood flow (standard deviation) in each region. Asterisk denotes a category that is not present in that patient’s tumor.
CA =  core-active boundary; CE =  core-edema boundary; AE =  active-edema boundary; AN =  active-normal boundary; EN =  edema-normal 00

boundary.
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bloodflow, and then (2) use stepwise selection methods 

starting with the model that includes all significant 
variables identified in the first step. All models were 

screened for confounded or correlated variables, and 
influential data points were identified by standard 

techniques [4].

The construction of the statistical models used multiple 

data points for each patient (one data point for the mean 

bloodflow in each anatomical tissue region in and around the 

patient's tumor). Thus the usual statistical methods for 

identifying outliers or influential data points were 

augmented by recomputing all selected models deleting one 

patient at a time. Two such "influential" patients were 

identified in this manner. One of those patients (Table 1: 

patient 21) was deleted because she had the only grade 2 

tumor, the other (patient 9) was included in the selected 

models, because there was no obvious difference between this 

patient and the others in the data set.

The analysis was performed using the log of the 

bloodflow values because the range in the bloodflow values 

was large (2.9 cc/lOOg/min to 101.8 cc/lOOg/min), and in the 

absence of such a transformation it is possible for the model 

to predict negative bloodflows. The interpretation of the 

models was therefore in terms of proportional differences 

between bloodflow values. For the sake of consistency, the 

bloodflow models were adjusted so that the opposite side
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tissue category was used as the basis for comparing the flow 
in the other anatomical tissue regions.

The data analysis focused on two questions:

(1) Can bloodflow in the various anatomically identified 

tissue regions be accurately predicted using patient and 

tumor characteristics?

(2) Do bloodflow differences between the various anatomical 

tissue regions follow a pattern that is consistent across 
patients?
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Results

Based on simple descriptive statistics (mean and 
standard deviation of the log CBF in each anatomical tissue 

region) it is apparent that bloodflow is lowest in the tumor 

core followed by the edema, the active tumor, and the normal 

tissue adjacent to the tumor (Table 2). Bloodflows in the 

border regions which separate the major anatomical tissue 

regions (e.g., in Table 2 CA indicates a Core/Active region 

boundary) generally have bloodflow values that are between 

the bloodflow values of the regions they separate.

The independence of all bloodflow measurements is an 

important statistical assumption, and can be assessed by 

examining the correlation structure in the data set (Tables 

3a and 3b). Correlation in the raw data (Table 3a) indicates 

that tumors with high flow in the tumor core tend to also 

have high flows in the other regions. This correlation 

structure may indicate that there is a pattern to the flow 

within the tumor that is obscured by interpatient variability 

(an issue explored in the detailed analyses described below). 

Standardization by the bloodflow in the opposite side of the 

brain removes some of this correlation (Table 3b) , thereby 

better meeting the statistical assumptions.

Analyses seeking to predict bloodflow in the various 

anatomical tissue regions began by examining the statistical 

significance of marginal (or "univariate") associations
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Table 2: Mean relative blood flow (scaled by average opposite side flow) across all 
patients based on raw data from Table lb.

Tumor
Region Flow (Fr)1"

Relative 95% Conf. 
Interval2-

Opposite Side 
Normal 
Active 
Edema
Core
CA
CE
AE
AN
EN

1.000
0.856
0.782
0.557
0.378
0.603
0.460
0.670
0.757
0.780

(0.889, 1.125) 
(0.742, 0.989) 
(0.639, 0.956) 
(0.404, 0.767) 
(0.292, 0.491) 
(0.518, 0.702) 
(0.172, 1.228) 
(0.487, 0.921) 
(0.628, 0.913) 
(0.682, 0.892)

1. Relative flow is the difference between the mean of all patients’ log blood flow 
values in the indicated region and the mean of all patients’ log blood flow on the 
opposite side. It is calculated as Fr =  exp(log(fr) — log(f0)), where Fr is the value 
in the table. log(fr ) denotes the average over all patients of the log of blood flow in 
region r, and log(f0) denotes the average over all patients of the log blood flow on 
the opposite side.

2. Confidence intervals are based on the standard error of the means computed on 
a log scale.
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Table 3a: Correlation coefficients 1 * between raw blood flow values in the the various 
regions.

Opposite
Side Normal Active Edema Core

Opside 1.000 0.567 0.613 0.776 0.463
Normal 0.567 1.000 0.620 -0.221 0.311
Active 0.613 0.620 1.000 0.566 0.347
Edema 0.776 -0.221 0.566 1.000 0.802
Core 0.463 0.311 0.347 0.802 1.000

Table 3b: Correlation coefficients 1* between blood flow values after adjusting for 
opposite side flow.

Opposite
Side Normal Active Edema Core

Opside 1.000 -0.421 0.021 0.431 -0.007
Normal -0.421 1.000 0.332 -0.592 0.052
Active 0.021 0.332 1.000 0.315 0.096
Edema 0.431 -0.592 0.315 1.000 0.798
Core -0.007 0.052 0.096 0.798 1.000

1. A correlation of 1.0 indicates that the flow in one region is exactly proportional 
to flow in the other region. Correlations of 0 indicate no relationship between flows 
in the two regions. Correlations less than 0 indicate flows are inversely proportional.
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between bloodflow and each of the other patient and tumor 

characteristics in Table la. Several of these variables 

(region, volume, histology, multiplicity of lobes, lobe, age, 
and KPS) demonstrated significant marginal association with 

flow (Table 4a). For the multivariate analysis only patient 

age, sex, tumor volume, hemisphere involved, and multiple 

lobe involvement were used because the inclusion of any of 

the other variables created so many categories that the 

models became essentially like those fit to address the 

second question (i . e . , each patient had his or her own 

category). More patients distributed across the possible 

categories of these other variables are required before the 

individual predictive value of these variables can be 

assessed. Of the variables included in the multiple 

regression models, only tumor region, tumor volume, and 

patient age are jointly significant predictors of bloodflow. 

The fit of this model is not significantly improved by adding 

patient sex, hemisphere involved, or multiple lobe 

involvement (Table 4b).

The unconditional model predicts bloodflow in each of 

the anatomical tissue regions according to the following 

relationship:

Fr = exp(fr - 0.0073 * Age - 0.0029 * Vol) (1)

where:
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Fr = predicted flow in tissue region r 

(cc/lOOg/min)
fr = 0.49 for the opposite side

= -0.47 for the tumor core (C)

= 0.22 for the active tumor (A)

= 0.0047 for the edema (E)

= 0.31 for the adjacent normal tissue (N)

Age = patient age 

Vol = tumor volume

This relationship shows that bloodflow decreases with 

increasing age and increasing tumor volume, is lowest in the 

tumor core, and is highest in the opposite hemisphere. The 

use of Equation 1 yields a perfusion value for each 

anatomical tissue region. These values can then be used to 

calculate the respective ratios or relative flows as in Table

5. From this table it can be seen that the tumor core has a 

bloodflow value that is approximately 40% of the opposite 

side flow, and the flow in the normal tissue adjacent to the 

tumor is just over 80% of that in the opposite side.

The objective of the second analysis was to look for a 

pattern in relative bloodflow among the various anatomical 

tissue regions that is consistent across the patients in the 

study. It is possible that variations in the absolute blood 

flow values among patients obscures such a pattern. To 

compensate for this interpatient variation, the ratio between
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Table 4: Model selection assuming no prior knowledge o f opposite side flow (unconditional model), 

(a): Univariate significance1* of blood flow predictors.

Variable P-value
Region 0.0000
Tumor Volume 0.0006
Histology 0.0000
Tx. Stage 0.6252
Hemisphere 0.2604
Mult. Lobes 0.0097
Lobe 0.0114
Age 0.0018
Sex 0.9398
KPS 0.0212

(b): Selected model.

Std. Error
Variable Coefficient2* of Coef. P-value3*

Variables in Model:
Region: 0.0000

Opposite Side 0.4875 0.1370
Core -0.4735 0.1382
Active 0.2218 0.1370
Edema 0.0047 0.1755
Normal 0.3089 0.1387
CA -0.0005 0.1382
CE -0.0997 0.3179
AE 0.1900 0.1755
AN 0.1541 0.1422
EN 0.3485 0.1862

Age - 0.0073 0.0021 0.0007
Volume - 0.0029 0.0007 0.0002

Non-significant Variables:
Sex 0.24
Mult. Lobes 0.19
Hemisphere 0.53
Tx Stage *

Lobe *

KPS *

Histology *

1. Test o f the association between blood flow and each o f the indicated factors after averaging over 
all other factors. For a bivariate factor such as sex the test is equivalent to a t-test. P-values less 
than 0.05 are considered significant.

2. Coefficients from the multiple regression of these variables on the logarithm of blood flow. Selected 
fitted values from this model are given in table 5 and figure 4.

3. Significance of the variable as a predictor in the context of the selected model. Asterisks denote 
those variables that were not considered in the m ultiple regression analysis (see text).
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Table 5: Fitted values from the unconditional model (Table 4) standardized by 
opposite side flow.

Tumor Relative 95% Conf.
Region Flow Interval1,

Opposite Side 1.000 (0.852, 1.173)
Normal 0.836 (0.708, 0.988)
Active 0.767 (0.653, 0.900)
Edema 0.617 (0.483, 0.788)
Core 0.383 (0.323, 0.453)
CA 0.614 (0.518, 0.728)
CE 0.556 (0.315, 0.982)
AE 0.743 (0.581, 0.949)
AN 0.716 (0.597, 0.860)
EN 0.870 (0.664, 1.140)

Confidence intervals are computed based on the standard error of the coefficients
in Table 4 when Age '== 46 and Volume =  53.6-
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the flows in the different anatomical tissue regions and the 
flow in the normal tissue in the opposite side of the brain 
was modeled. Univariate analyses adjusted for opposite side 
flow show that the tumor region, tumor volume, and tumor 

histology are significant descriptors of bloodflow in the

anatomical tissue regions of the tumor (Table 6a) . In a

multivariate model only tumor volume continues to be

significantly associated with bloodflow (Table 6b) The

conditional model describes the bloodflow pattern within a 
tumor according to the following relationship:

Fr/F0 = exp(fr - 0.0045 * Vol) (2)

where:
Fr = bloodflow in region r (cc/lOOg/min)

F0 = the opposite side flow (cc/lOOg/min) 

fr = -0.92 for the tumor core (C)

= -0.24 for the active tumor (A)

= -0.54 for the edema (E)

= -0.17 for the adjacent normal tissue (N)

Fitted values according to this model are summarized in Table 

7. Other analysis included fitting regression models with a 

mean for each patient (the ultimate adjustment for 

interpatient differences); however these models did not 

provide any better fit than models adjusted using the 

opposite side flow.
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Table 6: Model selection assuming prior knowledge of opposite side flow (conditional model), 

(a): Univariate significance of blood flow predictors.

Variable P-vahae
Region 0.0000
Tumor Volume 0.0000
Histology 0.0297
Tx. Stage 0.7520
Hemisphere 0.0608
Mult. Lobes 0.1719
Lobe 0.2396

(b ) :  Selected model.

Variable Coefficient1*
Std. Error 

of Coef. P-value2*
Variables in Model:

Region: 0.0000
Core -0.918 0.087
Active -0.238 0.083
Edema -0.538 0.120
Normal -0.170 0.085
CA -0.445 0.087
CE -0.649 0.262
AE -0.353 0.120
AN -0.303 0.091
EN -0.261 0.130

Volume -0.0045 0.0007 0.0000

Non-significant Variables:
Mult. Lobes 0.60
Hemisphere 0.91
Tx Stage 0.76
Lobe 0.43
Histology 0.31

1. Coefficients from the multiple regression of these variables on the difference between the logarithm 
of blood flow on the opposite side and the logarithm of blood flow in the indicated regions. The 
intercept is adjusted so that fitted values are in relation to opposite side flow.

2. Significance of the variable as a  predictor in the context of the selected m odel.
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Table 7: Fitted values for relative blood flow after adjusting for opposite side flow 
(conditional model).

Tumor
Region

Relative
Flow1”

95% Conf. 
Interval2*

Normal 0.844 (0.730, 0.975)
Active 0.788 (0.686, 0.906)
Edema 0.584 (0.472, 0.722)
Core 0.399 (0.344, 0.463)
CA 0.641 (0.552, 0.743)
CE . 0.523 (0.318, 0.859)
AE 0.703 (0.568, 0.869)
AN 0.739 (0.630, 0.866)
EN 0.770 (0.610, 0.973)

1. Relative flow is the fitted ratio between flow in the indicated region and flow in 
the opposite side.

2. Confidence intervals are computed based on the standard error of the coefficients 
from the regression model described in the text.
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Discussion

In planning the treatment of malignant brain tumors it 
would be of great utility to be able to predict, a priori and 

with some accuracy, the bloodf low in the tumor. The

objective of the first part of this analysis was to see if 

such a model could be found. The model found does a fair job 

of predicting bloodflow in the anatomical regions of the 

brain used in this analysis. When compared to the 
predictions based on the raw data (Table 2 versus Table 5, 

and Figure 4), the unconditional model (Eg 1) has larger 

variability in the opposite side and lower variability in 

some of the regions of the tumor. This indicates that 

interpatient variation may be obscuring a pattern in 

bloodflow within the regions of a tumor.

Analysis of the data after .adjusting for interpatient 

variation by normalizing on the opposite side flow values 

results in a more precise estimate of relative tumor 

bloodflow (Figure 4). However, since this model requires 

knowledge of opposite side bloodflow before any absolute 

bloodflow values can be calculated, it's clinical utility is 

probably not as great as that of the unconditional model. 

Much can be concluded about the relative bloodf low in the 

tumor based upon the conditional model (Eg. 2) . These 

results show that normal tissue adjacent to the tumor has 

bloodf low that is 84% of opposite side flow; that active



Figure 4: Comparison of means and 95% confidence intervals for fitted relative blood flows.
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tumor is 69% of opposite side flow; that edematous tissue is 

47% of opposite side flow; and that the tumor core has a 

bloodflow value that is only 40% of the opposite side flow 

value (Table 8). The precision of the model is sufficiently 

great that it can be concluded that all flows in all regions 

are significantly different from each other with the 

exception of active tumor and adjacent normal tissue (Table 
8) . It is also noted that the tissue between two regions 

seems to have a flow value that is intermediate between the 

values of the adjacent regions (Table 6b).

The finding of decreased CBF in the edematous area 

agrees with the findings of several other studies [13, 25, 

27], and the relatively low perfusion in the tumor core 

concurs with results published elsewhere [14, 27]. However, 

earlier extrapolated results from implanted animal model 

tumors have suggested that the bloodflow in the active tumor 

is substantially higher than the flow in the region of normal 

tissue adjacent to the tumor [7] . However, findings from 

direct measurements in this study show that it is impossible 

to statistically differentiate between the values of these 

two flows. Previous studies have recognized the 

heterogeneous nature of tumor bloodflow [14, 17, 26, 27]. 

The results of this study show that it is possible to 

identify different anatomical tissue regions within the tumor 

and determine each region's respective perfusion rate. This 

information could prove to be of significant value in the



Table 8: Proportional differences between blood flow regions' .

Difference2' and 95% Confidence Interval3,

Region Core Edema Active Normal

Core
Edema
Active
Normal

1.462 (1.130, 1.891) 
1.974 (1.611, 2.418) 
2.113 (1.718, 2.599)

0.684 (0.529, 0.885)

1.350 (1.049, 1.737) 
1.445 (1.119, 1.867)

0.507 (0.414, 0.621) 
0.741 (0.576, 0.953)

1.071 (0.876, 1.308)

0.473 (0.385, 0.582) 
0.692 (0.536, 0.894) 
0.934 (0.764, 1.142)

1. Differences arc computed based on the flows adjusted for opposite side flow (Table 6).

2. The differences are the ratio between the fitted value for blood flow in the row variable and that in the column variable 
(e g flow in the tumor core is 0.684 times that in edematous tissue).

3. Intervals containing 1.00 indicate that there is no significant difference (p > 0.05) between the blood flow in the two 
regions.
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future treatment of cerebral tumors. The importance of the 

type of prior treatment a patient had and the affect of tumor 

regrowth on these CBF values is unknown and can only be 

determined using an expanded patient base in a later study.

The results of this analysis indicate that the 

prediction of tumor bloodflow is a reasonable goal, and that 

the weakest link in the predictive models at present is the 

absence of an indicator for opposite side bloodflow (i.e. a 

priori data that would allow an accurate prediction of 

opposite side flow). It would be of great interest to see 

studies that collect a multitude of patient factors at the 

time of a XeCT study (e.g. demographic types of factors such 

as sex, age, race; physiological factors such as blood 

pressure and heart rate at time of scan) and to do this over 

a larger range of patients than were available for this 

study, and which could then possibly yield sufficiently 

accurate predictions of opposite side flow. With this kind 
of detailed information it may be possible to obtain a 

clinically important model that both accurately predicts 

opposite side flow, and CBF throughout a tumor.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

It has been shown that there are statistically 

significant differences in perfusion values (with the 

exception of active tumor and adjacent normal tissue) between 

the different anatomical tissue regions identified on a 

standard anatomical CT, these regions being the tumor core, 

the active tumor, the edema, and the normal tissue adjacent 
to the tumor. Compared to the CBF of remote normal tissue in 

the opposite side of the brain, the normal brain tissue 

adjacent to the tumor was found to have a relative flow of 

0.84, the edematous tissue 0.47, the active tumor 0.69, and 

the core 0.40.

Significant bloodflow is present in the necrotic core, 

contradicting the frequent assumption that there is minimal 

or zero bloodflow in such regions. Clearly present, too, is 

the recurring statistically significant pattern of a 

relatively low perfusion in the core and edematous tissue 

regions, and higher perfusions in the active tumor and 

adjacent normal tissue.

In addition to the analysis that was performed here, it 

should be pointed out that it is possible to conduct further 

analysis in a number of areas. The analysis of this study 

focused on distinguishing between the bloodflows in the 

different anatomical tissue regions. It would also be of 

interest to analyze the bloodflow pattern within a particular
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region. This could be done in several ways. First, one may 

choose to characterize bloodflow as a function of distance 

from a border dividing two different anatomical tissue 

regions. This might reveal patterns in bloodflow as a 

function of the size of the region, and variations of 

bloodflow as one proceeds deeper into that specific region 
may also be identified. Second, bloodflow in horizontal or 

vertical lines of rectangles in the mesh could be analyzed. 
These cross sections, in addition to revealing information 

regarding flow within a region, might also prove useful in 

determining flow characteristics related to the symmetry (or 

lack thereof) in the tumor. In either case, data files for 

every scan of every patient already exist that would allow 

these analyses to be easily performed. These data files also 

contain information, albeit in limited amounts, that would 

allow analysis of bloodflow in fissures, ventricles, and CSF 

(see Appendix A).
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PART II:

A VERSATILE THREE DIMENSIONAL

DISCRETE BLOOD VESSEL SIMULATOR WITH REGULAR GEOMETRY
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Abstract

A new model was developed that enables the user to 

analyze the heat transfer effects of a three dimensional 

countercurrent discrete blood vessel network in an arbitrary 

cancer treatment region. The vessel network is generated in 

a "bottom-up“ fashion, meaning that initially a regularly 

spaced bed of the smallest desired arteries is laid out so 

that the entire user defined tissue volume is filled. Then 

connections are made which group the smaller vessels into 

larger ones until the network is complete. All vessels are 

modeled as straight rigid tubes with zero wall thickness. 

The arterial and venous branches have identical geometries. 

The veins are created by essentially copying the arteries, 

which are created first, and then offsetting the copied 

network in each direction (x, y, and z) by a user defined 

distance. Each level one (smallest) artery is connected to a 

level one (smallest) vein by a single connecting vessel. 

These connecting vessels are considered to be the 

'capillaries' of the network. The program is very versatile, 

allowing the user to easily generate numerous networks by 

varying the following parameters: the size of the tissue 

volume, the spacings and lengths of the level one vessels, 

the order in which the vessels are connected, the number of 

vessels that are joined together, the location along the 

length of the vessel where it is connected to a vessel on the
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next higher level, the branching angles on some levels, the 

diameters of the arteries and veins, the length of the 

vessels connecting the arteries and veins, and the offset 
distance between the arteries and veins. If the generated 
network does not contain a single case where more than two 

smaller vessels are joined together by a larger vessel, and 

if the larger vessels do not originate from the endpoints of 

the smaller vessels anywhere in the network except on level 

one, then flow calculations can be performed by specifying 

either the total perfusion in the volume or the mass flow 

rate in the largest vessels of the network. All velocities 

are calculated assuming fully developed steady state laminar 

flow everywhere in the network. In addition to furthering 

the understanding of heat transfer in tissue, the model has 

potential applications in other areas such as electronic 
cooling.
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Introduction

Bloodf low in vascular networks has been an area of 

increasing interest in the past several decades. 

Technological advances in measurement and imaging techniques 

have lead to an abundance of quantitative information 
pertaining to circulation, particularly in the 

microvasculature networks [20]. Several mathematical models 

have been developed to take into account physiological 

characteristics of these networks. Wieringa et al. [29] and 
Dawant et al. [5] developed three dimensional network models 

of microcirculatory flow, each randomizing certain aspects in 

the network generation to determine the effects on the 

overall flow. Fenton [8] created a complete two dimensional 

countercurrent model of the human bulbar conjunctiva. This 

model generated an arterial network from the bottom-up by 

pairing vessels and adding collaterals using a random number 

generator until convergence to a single vessel was attained. 

The process was repeated for the venous network. Most 

recently, Baish [2] formulated a three dimensional model for 

steady state heat transport in perfused tissue, and is 

currently working on a countercurrent algorithm. The network 

is generated in a top-down manner (from largest to smallest 

vessels) using a physiologically based random vessel growth 

algorithm. However, this model neglects capillaries and any 

other vessels which are deemed "thermally insignificant."
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Huang [12] also recently presented a three dimensional 

countercurrent model for describing temperature distributions 

during hyperthermia, but the model is predetermined and has 

little flexibility.

Thus, the need for a versatile three dimensional 

countercurrent blood vessel simulator that leaves the user in 

control of the generated geometry and has the capability of 

calculating velocities throughout the entire network for the 

heat transfer analysis in a cancer treatment region is 
apparent. The model presented here precisely meets both of 

these criteria, the result of which is a very flexible tool 

which can be used for increasing the understanding of heat 
transfer in tissue.

All vessels in the network are modeled as straight rigid 

tubes having no wall thickness. The method of generating the 

network geometry is briefly summarized here, and is presented 

in much greater detail in the following pages. First, the 

user specifies the diameter, length, and constant spacing in 

each direction (x, y, z) of the smallest arteries. The user 

defined tissue volume is then completely filled with these 

regularly spaced vessels. These vessels, which, as a matter 

of convention, are always parallel to the z axis, are 

referred to as level one vessels and may be thought of as the 

smallest branches on a tree. The numbering of vessel levels 

increases as smaller vessels are joined to form larger ones, 

much like the branches of a tree. The user has control over
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the number of vessels that are grouped (joined) together on 
each level. This grouping continues until it is impossible 
to proceed any further. Thus, the branches have converged to 

form the trunk of the tree. Initially, all of the 

connections are made at the midpoint of the vessels and are 

at ninety degrees. This process in described in greater 

detail in later parts of this thesis, but the reader may wish 
to refer ahead to Figure 8 to better visualize this idea. 
The user may then choose to alter the angles or connection 

points on some of the levels. Vessel diameters are assigned 

by the user, thereby completing the arterial side of the 
network.

Veins are automatically constructed so that they are 

parallel and countercurrent to the arteries. The user 

controls the separation distance between arteries and veins 

and the vein diameters, which need not be the same as those 

of the arteries. Vein levels are numbered in the same manner 

as the arteries. Finally, each level one artery is connected 

to a level one vein by a single connecting vessel. The user 

defined length of the connecting vessels indirectly 

determines the spacing between the arterial and venous sides 

of the network. For the purposes of clarity and ease of 

communication, the term 'capillaries1 will be used 

consistently throughout this entire thesis to refer to the 

vessels that connect the arteries to the veins. NOTE THAT

THIS IS MERELY A NAME DESIGNATION AND IT IS NOT MEANT TO
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IMPLY THAT THESE VESSELS ARE AN ACCURATE PHYSIOLOGICAL MODEL 

OF ACTUAL CAPILLARIES IN A CANCER TREATMENT REGION. The 

three dimensional countercurrent discrete blood vessel 

network is now complete.

If flow calculations are desired and allowed, the user 
may specify either the perfusion in the tissue volume, or the 

mass flow rate in the largest vessels. A parabolic velocity 

profile is assumed to exist everywhere in the network. The 

program reads in coordinates of nodes in an externally 

derived finite element mesh, determines which nodes are 
located inside any vessels in the network, and calculates the 

velocity components at each of these nodes. These velocities 

are used in an external temperature solver to generate the 

temperatures at the nodes in order to study the heat transfer 

effects of the discrete vessels.

While some of the aforementioned models are more 

physiologically accurate than the one developed here, this 

one has several unique characteristics which make it a useful 

tool for heat transfer analysis in tissue. First, there is 

no random aspect to the network generation. The user is in 

complete control of the network geometry, allowing for the 

analysis of a region in which the vasculature is explicitly 

known. And second, in this model, it is realized that 

network generation is performed for the sole purpose of 

analyzing heat transfer in tissue. This allows for numerous 

simplifications in the flow calculations, removing a level of
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complexity present in the previously mentioned models, and 
enabling the creation and analysis of highly complex
networks.
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Overall Flow and Structure

The program is very modular, consisting of the main 

program and over twenty subroutines. The main program 

directs the overall flow of the program by calling the 

corresponding subroutine as the user enters the necessary 

input parameters. Figure 5 diagrams the order in which the 

subroutines are called. Subroutines that are called from 

other subroutines are indicated by nested boxes. Figure 5 

also shows the input and output files that are used and 

created by the program. There is one important file not 

shown in this figure, called 1maxvals.f,1 which is repeatedly 

referenced as an include file. This short file contains the 

maximum size of several arrays, as well as the constant 

values for blood density and viscosity [16]. It is essential 

for running the program (see Appendix C for a listing of this 

file) .

The program initially requires general input 

information, such as volume dimensions and spacings of level 

one vessels, which may either be entered interactively or 

read from an input file. Then more specific parameters which 

will determine the network geometry are obtained. Most are 

entered interactively, but others may automatically be 

calculated depending on the contents of the input file. 

Vessel coordinates are calculated and written to a file, and 

the user may then have the option of performing flow
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Input file INPUT

CONVERSE

All h = 0.5All angles PerpYes (except h(l)90 degrees model?

GET_ANGI.ESGET_DIAGET_H

V_DIA

DIACHECK

SPACING

LENGTHS

COORDS

SUMS
coords.dat
coords2 -dat

PARENT

VOLMOD

Figure 5: Flow of control for program VESSEL. Subroutine
names are in capitals. Subroutines that are called by 
other subroutines are indicated by nested boxes.
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No

Yes

AVO_FLOWS

PLOW_CALCS

PARENT

nodes.dat WITHIN

VELOCITY

VEL_COMP
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calculations. The program was written making two assumptions 
concerning the flow calculations. First, it is assumed that, 
everywhere in the generated network, exactly two smaller 

vessels are joined by a exactly one larger vessel. In the 

terminology that follows, this means that the grouping factor 

on every level must be equal to two. Second, it is assumed 

that the larger vessels do not originate from the endpoints 
of the smaller vessels anywhere in the network except on 

level one. In the terminology that follows, this means that 

the value of the parameter h cannot equal zero or one on any 

level. The exception to this is on level one, where h must 

always equal zero. If either of these geometrical 

restrictions are violated, flow calculations cannot be 

performed with the network. Note that these requirements on 
the network geometry apply ONLY when performing flow 

calculations. The program may still be used to generate a 

wide variety of network geometries that do not meet these 

restrictions. If flow calculations are desired and allowed, 

then the method of flow calculations is specified and the 

necessary data provided. Velocity data is written to a file 

and the program terminates.
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Program Description

Network generation

This section describes the method in which a network is 

generated. The options the user has and the parameters that 
must be entered are presented in the order in which they 
would occur in an actual run of the program.

A schematic of the volume that would contain a network 

is shown in Figure 6. Volume dimensions must be entered in 

mm and can be changed to alter the overall size of the 

network. The spacing in each direction (x, y, z) of the 

level one vessels can be specified. They must be entered in 
microns (|lm) and need not have the same value. Because the 

network is generated from the bottom-up, these spacings 

determine the lengths of vessels on all higher levels.

The centerline of the first vessel is placed at the 

origin of the coordinate axes. Although this results in 

portions of vessels lying outside the designated volume 

(Figure 7), this does not pose a problem because of the 

methods in which flows are calculated.

To determine the manner in which vessels will be 

connected, either of two connectivity patterns may be chosen, 

each of which is identified by the repetition of the order in 

which vessels are connected. The two patterns are ZXYZXY... 

(called ZXY) and ZYXZYX... (called ZYX). The letter ordering 

represents the axes that the vessels on the higher levels are
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height

d e p t h

w i d t h

Figure 6: Schematic of tissue volume which encompasses the
entire vascular network showing the location of the 
coordinate system.
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Figure 7: The first vessel is always placed along the
volume edge originating at the origin of the axes, 
resulting in portions of some vessels lying outside the 
tissue volume.
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parallel to. First level vessels, by convention, are always 
parallel to the z axis. Thus, if ZXY connectivity is chosen, 
level one vessels are grouped into level two vessels which 

are parallel to the x axis. Level two vessels are then 

grouped into level three vessels which are parallel to the y 

axis. Level three vessels are grouped into level four 

vessels which are parallel to the z axis, level four vessels 

are grouped by level five vessels which are parallel to the x 

axis, and so on, until no further connections can be made. 

This method results in every third level of vessels being 

parallel. For ZXY, levels 1, 4, 7,... are parallel to the z 

axis, 2, 5, 8,... to x, and 3, 6, 9,... to y. For ZYX, 

levels 1, 4, 7,... are parallel to the z axis, 2, 5, 8,... to 

y, and 3, 6, 9,... to x. Figure 8 shows a portion of a 

network generated using each connectivity sequence.

Vessels are connected by specifying 'grouping factors' 

on each level. This parameter, called g, can only take on 

integer values. The maximum value g can have is contained in 

the include file 1maxvals.f ' and thus can be easily changed. 

This value is currently set to ten. The number of vessels 

lying in the appropriate direction on a given level must be a 

multiple of g for that level. Figure 9 shows examples of 

different g values. The grouping factors, along with the 

connectivity sequence, will determine whether or not the 

network converges to a single vessel (Figure 10). Refer to
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Figure 8: Two structures with different connectivities.
(a) ZXY and (b) ZYX. Both structures are perpendicular and 
have default h values.
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(a )

zzzzz
zzy//
zzzzz
zzzzz

(b)

Figure 9: (a) A network with varying grouping factors,
g (1) = 5, g (2) =4, and g (3) does not exist because there 
are no remaining vessels that can be grouped together; (b) 
An example of an invalid grouping factor. g (1) = 3 is not 
acceptable.
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Figure 10: (a) The network converges because there is a
single vessel on the highest level. g (1) = g (2) = g (3) = 
2, g (4) = 3, g (5) does not exist; (b) The network does not 
converge. g (1) = g (2) = g (3) = 2, g (4) does not exist
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the description of subroutine GET_G for a further 
explanation.

The connection point refers to where along the length of 

a vessel it is connected to its parent (i.e. a vessel of the 

next higher level). This parameter, called h, can take on 

real values between zero and one if the network is 
perpendicular (all angles are 90°). Figure 8 shows the 

default values for h (all are 0.5 except for h (1) = 0), and 

Figure 11 shows a network with other h values. See the 
description of subroutine GET_H.

Initially the network is perpendicular as in Figure 8. 

Angles on levels not parallel to the z axis may be changed if 

h's are at their default values (Figure 12). All angles 

must be entered in degrees. Refer to the description of 

subroutine GET_ANGLES. Note that changing the angle will 

alter the lengths of vessels on that level (refer to 

subroutine LENGTHS).

Vessel diameters are specified in microns for both 

arteries and veins. They may be assigned individually or by 

defining a ratio. Diameters remain constant within a given 

level for a given vessel type, but arterial and venous 

diameters of the same level need not be equal. Refer to 

GET_DIA, V_DIA, and DIACHECK.

The only lengths that may be explicitly defined by the 

user are those of the 'capillaries' and level one vessels. 

Both have units of microns, and since the 'capillary' length
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Figure 11: A structure with varying h values . h (1) = 0,
h (2 ) = 0.75, h (3) = 0.7, h (4) = 1, h (5) does not exist, 
g (1) = g (2) = g (3) = g (4) = 2, g (5) does not exist.
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Figure 12: A structure that is not perpendicular. Levels
initially parallel to the x axis have angle 6, those 
initially parallel to the y axis have angle (j). Vessels 
parallel to the z axis cannot have an angle.
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determines the distance separating the arteries and veins, it 
must be compatible with the vessel diameters. See subroutine 

DIACHECK. Vessel lengths are constant within a level.

Veins are automatically constructed to be parallel and 

countercurrent to the arteries. Basically, the arterial 

network is simply copied and offset by a user defined 

distance to produce the venous network. This offset is
identical to the separation distance between the arterial and 

venous networks mentioned in the Introduction. Subroutine 

COORDS describes the process in detail. Each level one 

artery is then connected to its corresponding level one vein 

by exactly one ‘capillary,1 thereby completing the network 

geometry. Note that this method of joining the arteries and 

veins results in all of the 'capillaries' being parallel to 

each other. Also realize that, unlike diameters, vessel 

lengths of arteries and veins of the same level are equal.

The following list summarizes the major geometric 

assumptions made and conventions used in the creation of the 
model.

o vessels are modeled as smooth, rigid, straight tubes

o vessel walls have zero thickness

° level numbering increases from the smallest to the 

largest vessels

o vessel lengths and diameters remain constant within a 

given level
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o level one vessels are parallel to the z axis and are 
connected at their ends (h (1) = 0) by level two

vessels

° 'capillaries' are all parallel to each other 

» a 'capillary' connects a single level one artery to a 

single level one vein and has no level designation 

° the venous network is parallel and countercurrent to 

the arterial network

Flow calculations

Due to time constraints, a general algorithm for 

determining the flow in an arbitrary network could not be 

developed. Flow calculations are only valid for a network in 

which all the grouping factors are two (g on all levels = 2) 

and in which connection points are NOT at the ends of the 

vessels (h on all levels # 0 or 1) . The exception to this 

latter rule is with the level one vessels (h(1) = 0).

There are two methods of performing flow calculations: 

top-down and bottom-up. The top-down method requires user 

definition of the mass flow rate (kg/s) in the highest order 

vessels (either arteries OR veins), whereas the bottom-up 

method allows the user to • define a constant perfusion 

(kg/m3s) in the tissue volume.

Further details regarding the methods for flow 

calculations are presented in the descriptions of subroutines 

AVG_FLOWS and VELOCITY. Flow assumptions made in this model
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are listed below. The validity of the these assumptions for 

the purposes of heat transfer analysis have been proven 

elsewhere [6] and are not discussed in this thesis.
° flow is fully developed, laminar, and steady state 

throughout the entire network, resulting in a 

parabolic velocity profile everywhere 

° blood behaves as a homogeneous Newtonian fluid with 

constant viscosity 

° gravity effects are negligible

Options

A major strength of the program is its versatility. It 

is quite easy to rapidly generate numerous different 

networks, with minimal prior preparation by the user. The 

parameters that the user may control have been discussed in 

detail and are summarized below. The variable parameters 

are:

° tissue volume (width, height, and depth) 

o spacing of level 1 vessels in each direction (x, y, 

and z)

o length of level 1 vessels 

° connectivity sequence (ZXY or ZYX)

° vessel groupings (g values)

° connection points (h values)
° angles ((() and 6)

» vessel diameters (arteries and veins)
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o length of vessels connecting the arteries and veins 
(i.e. the 'capillary' length)

® offset distance between arteries and veins (determined 
by the 1 capillary1 length)

o method of flow calculations (top-down or bottom-up)
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This section lists and describes all of the subroutines 

in the program. The order in which they appear here 

represents the general order in which they are called.

Subroutine I N P U T .  This subroutine obtains the general 
parameters used to generate the vessel geometry. This 
information can be read from a file or entered interactively. 

See Appendix B for the exact contents of a sample input file.

Subroutine C A P _ N U M . This subroutine calculates the 

number of level one arteries lying in each direction using 

the volume dimensions and respective spacings as obtained by 

subroutine INPUT. This is useful information when grouping 

vessels later. It also calculates the total number of level 

one arteries in the network. The subroutine gets its name 

from the fact that this number also equals the number of 

'capillaries' that will be in the network.

Subroutine G E T _ G . This subroutine interactively gets 

the grouping factor (g) for each level of vessels from the 

user and checks to make sure each one is valid. For example, 

it is impossible to group vessels by threes if there are only 

five vessels on that level (Figure 9b). The definition of g 

is such that g(i) is the number of vessels that are grouped 

together on level i. Thus, g does not exist for the highest 

level of vessels in the network. G remains constant within a 

given level. GET_G also determines the number of total

Subroutine Descriptions
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levels in the network and calculates the number of vessels 

lying in each direction on every level.

Subroutine C O N V E R G E .  CONVERGE checks to see if the 

network has converged to a single root vessel (see Figure 
10). Convergence depends on the number of vessels lying in 

each direction and the chosen connectivity sequence and 

grouping factors. The user has the option of discarding the 

network if it does not converge.

Subroutine G E T _ H . This subroutine interactively 
obtains the h value for every level. The parameter h 

describes where along its length a vessel is connected to its 
parent (0 < h < 1). Larger values indicate connections 

further along the respective positive axis (see Figure 11) . 

Level one vessels are connected at the ends, therefore h(l) = 

0. An h value of 0.5 means that the vessels are connected at 

their midpoints. H does not exist for the highest level 
vessels. H values can ONLY be changed if all angles are 90° 

(i.e. the network is perpendicular), otherwise h = 0.5 on all 

levels except the first. H is constant within a given level.

Subroutine G E T _ A N G L E S . This subroutine interactively 

gets angles (in degrees) from the user and checks to make 

sure each one is valid. Vessels parallel to the x axis are 
associated with an angle 0, and vessels parallel to the y 

axis are associated with an angle (j). Vessels parallel to the 

z axis have no angle associated with them because their angle 

cannot be changed (they remain parallel to the z axis).
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Refer to Figure 12. Angles vary between 0 and 180 degrees 

and cannot equal either extreme because vessels would then be 
coincident. When all angles are 9 0° the network is 

perpendicular. Angles can be changed ONLY if all h values 

are 0.5 (except for h (1) = 0). Angles are constant within a 

given level.

Subroutine G E T _ D I A . This subroutine obtains the artery 

diameters. Diameters may be assigned one at a time or using 

a ratio, in which case the user specifies the ratio, rd, and 

the diameter of the smallest (level one) arteries. The 

thicknesses of all vessel walls are assumed to be zero. The 

diameters of the 1 capillaries, 1 level one arteries, and 

diameter ratio (if applicable) are obtained in subroutine 

INPUT. Diameters are constant within a level.

Subroutine V _ D  I A . Similar to GET_DIA, V_DIA 

interactively gets the. vein diameters. These may also be 

calculated using the ratio, vrd, which may be different than 
rd.

Subroutine D I A C H E C K .  Since the artery/vein separation 

is dependent upon the 'capillary‘ length (capl), this 

subroutine checks to make sure that capl is large enough to 

ensure that veins and arteries do. not overlap. To avoid 
overlap, capl > V 1.5 * (largest diameter in the network) . 

The "V 1.5 in the expression comes from the three dimensional 

geometry. Also, the largest diameter in the network must be 

smaller than the smallest spacing of the level one vessels.
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The user is notified if either of these conditions is not 

satisfied and the program execution is then stopped.

Subroutine S P A C I N G .  This subroutine calculates the 

spacing between vessels in each direction. Thus, each level 

of vessels has three spacings (x, y , and z). These spacings 

are then used to calculate the lengths of vessels on each 

level. Spacings are measured from vessel centerlines and are 

independent of any angles. Spacings in the . direction that 

the vessel is parallel to are measured from the end of one 

vessel to the beginning of the next. If there is only a 

single vessel in a direction, then the spacing in that 

direction is zero. Because spacings are independent of 

angles, they are calculated from the perpendicular model (it 

doesn't matter if the final network actually is or isn't 

perpendicular). Spacings in each direction are constant 

within a level.

Subroutine L E N G T H S . This subroutine calculates the 

length of vessels on every level. The original length of a 

vessel is determined from the perpendicular model, before it 

is stretched due to any. angles. This stretching occurs 

because vessels parallel to the z axis must remain so. Thus, 
when an angle other than 90° is designated, vessels parallel 

to the z axis shift, thereby requiring some vessels to 

stretch. The original length, plength, is the relevant value 

when performing calculations in other subroutines. 

Essentially, plength = length*sin(angle). Lengths remain
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constant within a given level, and veins and arteries of the 
same level have identical lengths.

Subroutine P A R E N T .  This subroutine finds the parent 

(on level i+1) of any vessel (on level i). A parent on level 

i branches into the number of children (on i-1) as determined 

by the grouping factor on level i-1. For practical purposes, 

the program never needs to find more than one parent at a 

time, but there is a flag which allows the subroutine to go 

through the entire network finding the parent of every vessel 

sequentially as a check if the user so desires.

Subroutine C H I L D R E N . This subroutine finds the 

children (on level i-1) of any vessel (on level i). Child 

vessels on level i are grouped together by a parent (on i+1) 

as determined by the grouping factor on level i. It was 

originally developed as a companion subroutine to PARENT but 

it not actually used by the program. It has the same flag as 

PARENT.

Subroutine D E L T A S .  DELTAS calculates the offset 

(shift) of the vessels on a given level due to the angle on 
the next higher level. There is no shift if the angle is 90°.

Subroutine C O O R D S .  This subroutine is the workhorse of 

the program. It takes all of the information on angles, 

spacings, lengths, deltas, etc. and calls a few other- 

subroutines to calculate the coordinates of every vessel in 

the network. Two points are found for each vessel 

centerline, the starting point (SP) and the ending point
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(EP). In the perpendicular network, SP is closer to the zero 

plane to which the vessel is perpendicular to than EP. In 

other words, a vector drawn from SP to EP will always point 
in the positive direction. Only the coordinates of the 

endpoints of the vessel centerline are found, so that the 
midpoint of a bent vessel (any vessel on a level where the 

angle is not 90°) is not explicitly known. However, this is 

not a problem since the midpoint coordinates can be found, 

when necessary, using other methods. A coordinate is written 

to the output file 1coords.dat1 immediately after it is 

calculated because it will be lost on the subsequent pass 

through the loop. Finding the coordinates like this is 

necessary to avoid problems with enormous arrays. Recall 

that the artery/vein separation is determined by the user 

defined ' capillary' length. The x, y, z components of this 
separation (all identical) are given by: avsep = capl / V3. 

The V3 comes from offsetting the veins in each direction in 

three-space. Thus, the vein coordinates are found by adding 

the value of avsep to each coordinate of the corresponding 

artery. The veins may be pictured in this manner: given an 

arterial network, no matter how complex, simply take the 

network and move it in the positive x, y, and z directions by 

the distance avsep. Note that two identical output files are 

created, 'coords.dat' and 'coords2.dat.' The second copy is 
needed later during flow calculations.
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Subroutine S U M S .  This subroutines calculates the sums 
that are needed to determine vessel coordinates. These sums 

represent the distances between the volume boundaries which 

intersect at the origin of the coordinate system and the 

first vessel on a given level. They are calculated from the 

perpendicular model and are determined by the h values and 

lengths of vessels on lower numbered levels only.

Subroutine D E L A N G . Subroutine DELANO calculates the 

additional displacement, deltot, that must be added to sumz 
(in subroutine SUMS) that results from angles other than 90°. 

Recall that angle changes cause displacements in the z 

direction only. Vessel lengths are altered accordingly so 

that the spacings of vessels parallel to the z axis remain 

constant. Deltot on a given level is determined by angles on 

that level and higher numbered levels only.

Subroutine V O L M O D . VOLMOD adjusts the volume 
dimensions to compensate for increases caused by angle 

changes or veins if necessary. Veins can only cause an 

increase in the positive x and y directions, but angles can 

increase the volume not only in the positive z direction, but 

also by going into negative z coordinates, which may occur if 

some of the angles are larger than 90°. The user is alerted 

to any modifications.

Subroutine A V G _ F L O W S . This subroutine calculates the 

average (mean) flows in the network in one of two ways. 1) 

Bottom-up: the user specifies a constant perfusion in the
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volume. This is divided evenly into the number of 

'capillaries' in the network. Flows are added as vessels 

converge (on both arterial and venous sides) until the 

largest vessels are reached. 2) Top-down: the user 
specifies flow(s) in the largest (root) vessel (s) . Either 

veins or arteries, but not both, can be specified. Note that 

there is more than one artery/vein (a/v) pair of root vessels 

if the network does not converge. Flows are divided down one 

side (a/v) as vessels branch until the 'capillaries' are 

reached, and are then added (as in the bottom-up method) up 

the other side (v/a) until all flows are known. In either 

method, conservation of mass principles are obeyed at the 

junctions. RECALL THAT MASS FLOW CALCULATIONS ARE VALID ONLY 

FOR A NETWORK IN WHICH ALL G = 2 AND ALL H # 0 OR 1 (EXCEPT 

ON LEVEL ONE WHERE H = 0) . Due to the symmetry of the 

arteries and veins, both the mass and volume flow rates on a 

given level of arteries are equal, to the mass and volume flow 

rates in the veins of the same level. Obviously, though, 

average velocities are constant only within a level for a 

given vessel type. e.g. The mean velocity in level one 

arteries is a constant, say Al, and in level one veins is 

constant, say Vl, but Al need not be equal to Vl. Flow (mass 

or volume) of a level is actually the flow in a single vessel 

on that level, and not the combined flow of all the vessels

on that level.
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Subroutine FLOW_CALCS. Subroutine FLOW_CALCS is the 

link between this program and the external temperature 

solver. It ultimately returns the velocities at every node 

in the solver's finite element mesh. First, subroutine 

GET_PTS is called. This returns the endpoints of a vessel 

centerline. Subroutine WITHIN is then called to determine if 
the current node lies inside the vessel segment. This 

process repeated until either a vessel containing the node is 

found or until the entire network has been searched. In the 

former case, subroutine VELOCITY is called to calculate the 

velocity magnitude at the node. VELOCITY then calls VEL_COMP 

to find the x, y , z velocity components. This is done for 

every node in the finite element mesh.

Subroutine GET_PTS. This subroutine gets the endpoints 

(Pi, P2) of a vessel centerline. Note that this is NOT 

simply the SP and EP of a vessel - the coordinates of the 

midpoint must be found, even for a straight vessel (as 

alluded to in subroutine COORDS). Because they are not 

explicitly contained in the coordinate file, obtaining 

'capillary' endpoints is different from getting the endpoints 

of any other vessel. Thus, it is necessary to develop two 

methods and to keep track of how many times the ' capillary' 

method is used.

Subroutine WITHIN. This subroutine determines if the 

current finite element node lies within a vessel. There are 

two checks to be performed: a radial check and a
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longitudinal check. For the radial check, a vector between 
the two points (Pi, P2) obtained in GET_PTS is found. The 
perpendicular distance from the node to the line containing 

the vector is calculated. If the node lies within the radial 

bounds, i.e. if this distance is less than (but not equal to) 

the vessel radius, the radial check is passed. For the 

longitudinal check, the intersection point of the line drawn 

from the node to the centerline is found. This point must 

lie between Pi and P2 for the longitudinal check to be 

passed. Capabilities of locating nodes are restricted in two 

situations. In Figure 13, if a node happens to lie in region 

A, the program will not recognize it as being within a 

vessel. If a node lies in region B, then the program will 

locate the node in the first of the vessels it encounters. 

Due to the setup of the coordinate file, this will always be 

the lower level vessel. With a mesh that is fine relative to 

the spacing of the level one vessels (which is what you 

normally want), the number of either of these occurrences 

will result in only a small number of nodes falling into 

these categories.

Subroutine V E L O C I T Y . This subroutine calculates the 

velocity at a node lying within a vessel. Standard fluids 

principles apply. Flow is assumed to be fully developed 

steady state and laminar throughout the entire network. 

Entrance and exit effects are ignored, thus, a parabolic 

velocity profile exists everywhere. Gravity effects are
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Region A

Region B

Figure 13: A finite element node in region A is not
considered to be inside either vessel because it is not 
located between the walls of either vessel (indicated by 
the heavy lines). A node inside region B is considered to 
be in the vessel that has the lower level designation 
(typically the smaller vessel).
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ignored. After the velocity magnitude is found, VEL_COMP is 

called to calculate the three velocity components at the 

node.

Subroutine V E L _ C O M P . This subroutine calculates the x, 
y, and z velocity components at each node. The reason for 
finding the midpoints of straight vessels (in GET_PTS) 

becomes apparent in this subroutine. The direction of the 

flow is determined by a vector connecting Pi and P2 according 
to the following convention: blood flows from Pi to P2 in 

the 'capillaries, ' level one arteries, and in all veins 

except level one, and from P2 to Pi in the level one veins 

and in all arteries except level one. The appropriate unit 

vector is found, which is multiplied by the velocity 

magnitude to get the three components. When finding unit 

vectors, level one vessels must be treated separately because 

h(l) = 0. This results in Pi = P2 which gives a unit vector 

of length zero. The program subsequently blows up when 

dividing this length. For future modifications, note that 

this will happen on any level where h = 0 or 1.
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Results

This program is capable of simulating a wide variety of 
vessel networks. Figures 14-17 are actual networks that were 
generated from the input files in Appendix B. Because many 

of the parameters used to generate the network geometry are 

entered interactively, it is possible to create numerous 

networks from a single input file. Figures 14-16 were all 

created using the first file in Appendix B, while Figure 17 
was created from the second file.

Each of the figures illustrates some of the different 

options that are available with the program. Figure 14 shows 

a perpendicular network with ZXY connectivity and all 

connections at the vessel midpoints (except, of course, on 

level one, where h = O K  Since all of the grouping factors 

equal two, it is possible to perform flow calculations with 
this network. Figure 15 shows a perpendicular network with 

ZYX connectivity and all grouping factors equal to four. 

Figure 16 is an example of how the angles on certain levels 

may be changed, and Figure 17 shows how both grouping factors 

and h values may change from level to level.

It is difficult to represent even these relatively 

simple three dimensional networks on a two dimensional 

surface, and the figures are meant to merely illustrate the 

power and versatility of the program. Note that the volume 

is flipped on its end, so that the z axis is pointing up, a
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Figure 14: An actual network generated by the program.
Connectivity is ZXY, network is perpendicular, h (1) = 0
performed with'this'network^ = 2 * F1°W calculations may be
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Figure 15: An actual network generated by the program.
Connectivity is ZYX, network is perpendicular, h (1) = 0, 
all other h's = 0.5, all g's = 4. Flow calculations may 
NOT be performed with this network.
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Figure 16: An actual network generated by the program.
Connectivity is ZXY, 0(2) = #3) = 45°, h(l) = 0, all other 
h's = 0.5, all g's = 4. Flow calculations may NOT be 
performed with this network.
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Figure 17: An actual network generated by the program.
Connectivity is ZXY, network is perpendicular, h (1) = 0, 
h (2) = 0.3, h (4) = 0.7, g(l) = 4, g(2) = 6, g(3) = 5. Flow 
calculations may NOT be performed with this network.
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different orientation than the one presented in Figure 6. In 

creating these figures, vessel diameters were ignored, so 

that it is the vessel centerlines which are actually 

depicted. Finally, because of the scale, it is almost 
impossible to distinguish between the arteries and veins, and 
the 'capillaries' are therefore invisible.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

A program was written which successfully models discrete 
countercurrent blood vessels for the purpose of analyzing 

heat transfer in tissue. It is important to realize that the 

model was designed solely as a tool to aid in heat transfer 

analysis and is not intended to generate a physiologically 

accurate representation of a circulatory network. However, 

the program was written specifically with the intention that 

any future modifications would be as easy as possible. This 

is the reason for the extreme modularity of the program and 

the use of extensive comments throughout the code.

Although the program is extremely versatile, there are 

some limitations which future modifications should aim to 

eliminate. The most significant limitation of the program is 

that it does not inspect the network for overlapping vessels. 

For simple networks this poses little problem, and with some 

prior planning by the user, the regular nature of the 

geometry allows for even fairly complex networks to be 

generated while still avoiding this hazard. This problem was 

partially solved with the aid of a graphics program that 

allowed three dimensional visualization of a generated 

network. The network could be rotated in three dimensional 

space in real time. This capability would allow the user to 

identify any overlapping vessels through visual inspection, 

provided that the network were not too complex.
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Also, there are some limitations on the types of 
networks which can be generated. First of all, 'capillaries' 

are always included in the network. In other words, 

connections between veins and arteries are always made. 

Thus, the user may wish to exclude the 'capillaries' from a 

particular model by giving the level one vessels a relatively 

large size (much larger than normal 'capillary' dimensions), 
but these large level one vessels will still be connected to 

each other by what the program calls 'capillaries,' which may 

be an undesirable feature. Secondly, the first vessel will 

always lie along a volume edge because it is placed at the 

origin of the coordinate axes (as in Figure 7) It is 

therefore impossible to model, say, a single large vessel 

running through the center of the volume. This restriction 

results from the regular. geometry the model automatically 

generates. In general, then, this program is not very useful 

for modeling a few large vessels located at arbitrary- 

positions in the volume. It should be realized, however, 

that it would be relatively easy to write a short program 

which would allow this to be accomplished, and that the 

purpose of this program is to provide a means for modeling 

more complex networks with a regular geometry. However, 

completely eliminating the 'capillaries' from the network 

might allow for the better modeling of only a few relatively 

larger vessels. Simpler modifications to the network
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geometry might allow some kind of distribution of diameters 

and lengths within a given level.

Should it be so desired, the flow assumptions could be 

modified in many ways to improve the simulation of the 

circulatory system. Most obvious are the types of networks 

in which the flow calculations can be performed. Although 

flow calculations are presently valid only for networks that 

have g - 2 and h # 0, 1 as explained previously, only methods 
for calculating the mass flow rates in other networks need be 

developed. The process of calculating the average velocities 

in the network and the velocity components at the finite 

element nodes remains basically the same. If anything, only 

relatively slight modifications to these procedures will need 

to be made in order to take into account any special 

situations that may arise with these new networks. Entry and 

exit effects could also be taken into account, as well as 

gravity effects, and even the pulsatile nature of the 

pressure in the system.

Finally, it should also be realized that, due to time 
constraints, it was not possible to streamline or "optimize" 

the code. There are numerous tasks that the author knows of 

that could be performed in a more efficient manner, and a 

good programmer will surely identify many more areas where 

improvements can be made.
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APPENDIX A:

PROGRAM LEVELS

Introduction

Given an anatomical CT scan, it is desired to be able to 

analyze the perfusion of all the tissue lying at a given 

distance from the borders dividing the anatomical tissue 

regions. One method of describing such a distance is by

assigning what is referred to here as a 'level' to every 

rectangle in the mesh. Levels may be thought of as a type of 

contour line that measures distance rather than height. The 

idea is to assign any rectangle touching a border a level of 

one, any rectangle touching a one gets level two, and so on. 

A typical result may look like the array shown in Figure 18. 

Thus, a FORTRAN program was created which assigns these 

levels to any given data set.

The program

The program first prompts the user for the names of the 

input and output files. With this information, the data is 

read from the respective file. If no error occurs, the 

number of rectangles read is returned to the screen, 

otherwise an error message is displayed. Every rectangle is 

then given a dummy level value equal to 99.
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34432232234456789 
223321121123345678 

111221. . 1..12234567---- 11. 11. 1.11123456
. 111. . . 12121...12345 . 122211123211111.1234

.1222222321.........12345
11111123321.111123456......... 12321.112234567
11. . 11. 1221...1234567 . . 11. 1. 123211.1234567 
. . 121. 1. 12321.1234567 
. 1. 11. 1. 1221.12345678 
. 1. 11. 1. 121.123456789
.1 -----1221.123456789
. . . 111111.123456789
................123456789
1111111123456789]
22222223456789)1

Figure 18: Example of levels identifying the rectangles in 
a mesh covering the tumor and surrounding area. Borders 
are indicated by a dot (.).
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During the assignment of levels to the rectangles, the 
program makes one pass through the data for each level value 

that is assigned, so that the number of passes required is 

equal to the magnitude of the highest level assigned. i.e. 

The program assigns all the ones, then all twos, all threes, 

etc. First, however, any rectangle that has a portion of the 

trace separating the anatomical tissue regions running 

through it is defined as a border region and is given a level 

of zero. A counter is initialized to zero and the first pass 
through the data then begins, starting with the first 

rectangle. All the adjacent (touching) rectangles are 

inspected. If any one of the adjacent rectangles has a level 

equal to the counter (in the first pass, a zero, indicating a 

border), the rectangle is assigned a level one greater than 

the counter, provided it has not already been assigned a 

value. The rectangle hasn't been given a level if it has a 

level equal to 99. This is repeated until all the rectangles 

have been read on the first pass. The counter is incremented 

and additional passes through the data set are made, until 

every rectangle has a level. The flowchart of Figure 19 

describes the operation of the program.

Input Files

Data files consisting of seven columns were created for 

every CT scan. All the information for each rectangle in the
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Read

Assign all regions 
dummy level value

Is region a
boundary?

Raed next region

More
data?

No

Initialize
counter

Does adjacent 
region have Does region 

have L = 99 Raed next region

More
data?

Region gets
i - 1

Figure 19 
LEVELS.

Flowchart showing the operation of program
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mesh is contained in a single line of the file, so that there 
are as many rows in the data file as there are rectangles in 

the corresponding grid. The first two columns contain the 

row and column number, respectively, of each rectangle in the 

mesh. These coordinate-like numbers were generated by a 
separate FORTRAN program and are referenced to an origin 

existing at the intersection of the extensions of the top row 

and leftmost column in the mesh, which would then be 

designated by a row and column number of one. Row and column 

numbers were then assigned to the rest of the rectangles 

using standard matrix notation. The grids covering the 

traces on the scans were never perfectly rectangular, so gaps 

exist in the numbering sequence. These gaps, however, are 

inconsequential in the analysis.

The third column contains an integer representing the 

tissue type of the region. The integer uniquely identifies 

the rectangle as being core, active tumor, edema, normal 

tissue, ventricle, fissure, or CSF. Also, numbers were 

assigned so that it was possible to distinguish between the 

different types of boundaries e.g.. the boundary between the 

core and active tumor is distinguishable from the boundary 

between the edema and normal tissue, and so on. When more 

than one boundary converged in a single rectangle, the 

rectangle was assigned the integer corresponding to the 

innermost boundary. Rectangles containing more than fifty 

percent of a ventricle, fissure, or CSF by area were
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identified as such features. It is not advantageous to 

identify borders between such features and the major 

anatomical tissue regions (C, A, E, N).

The fourth column identifies whether or not the 
rectangle contains a portion of the skull. This is easily 

determined when the mesh is being generated. Along with the 

perfusion values, the area of each rectangle is displayed on 
the screen by the CBF.2 program. This area is normally the 

standard 0.11 cm2, unless the rectangle overlaps the skull, in 

which case the area is proportionally reduced. This column 
contains a one if the rectangle overlaps the skull, a zero 

otherwise.

The fifth column contains the level of the rectangle, as 

previously described. Finally, the sixth and seventh columns 

respectively contain the mean perfusion and standard 

deviation within the corresponding rectangle (as determined 
by CBF2V.

Another FORTRAN program was written that created a 

visual reference which made it possible to identify the 

anatomical tissue type and corresponding position of every 

rectangle in the mesh. This provided and extremely useful 

and easy method of identifying, which rectangles were within 

each of the various anatomical tissue regions that had been 

identified by tracing on the CT scan. It was in this manner 

in which verification for the program was obtained.
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APPENDIX B:

VERIFICATION OF PROGRAM VESSEL

The end of this appendix contains two of the input files 

used to validate the program. Recall that it is possible to 

create many different networks using the same input file by 

simply varying any of the numerous parameters which are 

entered interactively,during the network generation sequence. 

Some of the networks generated from these files are shown in 
Figures 14-17. The geometries of these and other 

representative networks were validated through meticulous 

comparison to tedious hand calculations. Velocities in 

networks whose characteristics allowed flow calculations as 

described in the Program Description section of this thesis 

(for example the network in Figure 14) were verified in the 

same manner using a file containing coordinates of simulated 

finite element nodes. An example is given below. In order 

to avoid a tedious quantitative discussion of the results, 

only qualitative relationships will be identified.

Listed below are the x, y , and z coordinates (in 

microns) of a simulated finite element node file containing 

ten nodes. This is the format an actual node file must have.

1
2
3
4
5
6

0 0 0
0 0 25
25 0 0
50 0 0
50 36 0
53 50 10
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7 . 0 0 100
8 28.8675 28.8675 128.8675
9 78.8675 64.8675 28.8675
10 81.8675 78.8675 38.8675

This node file was used for the network shown in Figure 14. 

The corresponding input file is the first one at the end of 
this appendix. The 1 capillary ‘ diameter was 5 fim. The rest 

of the vessel diameters (in microns) listed respectively in 

increasing order from level one to level seven were: 7, 8, 

9, 10, 11, ,12, and 13 for the arteries and (again from level 
one to level seven) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 for the veins. 

Note that these diameters and indeed the geometry of the 

entire network are used for illustration purposes only. 

Thus, the resulting velocities are not meant to be indicative 

of those that might be expected for a real vascular network. 

For this example, the bottom-up method of flow calculations 

was chosen, and a perfusion of 10 kg/m3 was specified for the 

tissue volume. The resulting mass flow rates and average 

velocities are presented below.

level mass flow 
rate (kg/s)

average velocity 
in arteries

(m/s) 
in veins

1 1.574e-17 4.091e-10 2.005e-8
2 1.574e-17 3.132e-10 5.012e-9
3 3.149e-17 4.950e-10 4.455e-9
4 6.298e-17 8.019e-10 5.012e-9
5 1.2 60e-16 1.325e-9 6.415e-9
6 2.519e-16 2.227e-9 8.910e-9
7 5.038e-16 3.796e-9 1.309e-8
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The mass flow rate in the 'capillaries1 is the same as that 

of the level one and level two vessels, and the average 

velocity in the 'capillaries' is 8.019e-10 m/s. Note how the 

mass flow rates double starting with the level three vessels. 

This is due to the fact that g on all levels is two. The 

mass flow rate does not double from level one to level two 

because level one vessels are connected at their ends (h(1) = 

0). Also, the average velocities in the veins are higher 

than those of the arteries of the corresponding level because 

the vein diameters are smaller.

Listed below are the contents of the output file called 

'vel.dat,' which contains the velocity components at every 

node that lies inside a vessel.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

0
0
-0.6265e-09 
-0.6265e-09 
0 
0
0.9259e-09 
0.9259e-09 
0

0
0
0
0
-0.9900e-09
0
0.9259e-09 
0.9259e-09 
0.8910e-08

0.8182e-09 
0.8182e-09 
0 
0 
0
-0.1026e-08 
0.9259e-09 
0.9259e-09 
0

Nodes 1 and 2 lie on the centerline of a level one artery 

and, therefore, have only a z velocity component. Nodes 3 

and 4 lie on the centerline of a level two artery and have 

only an x velocity component. Nodes 1 and 4 lie exactly at 

the intersection of the centerlines of two vessels. As 

illustrated in Figure 13, each node gets the velocity of the
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lower numbered vessel (level one in the case of node 1 and 

level 2 in the case of node 4) . Node 5 lies on the 

centerline of a level three artery and has only a y velocity 
component. Node 6 lies inside, but not on the centerline of, 

a level four artery and has only a z velocity component. 

Nodes 7 and 8 lie on the centerline of the endpoints of a 

1 capillary.' Note that since the veins are constructed by 

essentially offsetting the arteries by a fixed distance in 

each of the x, y , and z directions, that all three velocity 
components are equal. Node 9 lies on the centerline of a 

level three vein. Note that the direction of flow is 

opposite that of node 5, which was inside a level three 

artery. Finally, node 10 does not appear in the output file 

because it does not lie inside of any vessel in the network.
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.3

.3

.7
100
100
100
100
7
50
5.
n
n
Y
Y

VOL SIZE IN mm (X)
Y
Z

FIRST LEVEL ARTERIES SPACING IN um (X)
Y
Z

LENGTH OF LEVEL 1 ARTERIES 
DIAMETER OF LEVEL 1 ARTERIES 
CAP LENGTH 
CAP DIA
ASSIGN DIA USING STRAHLER?
rd (IF YES ABOVE); USE STRAHLER ORDERING? (IF NO) 
PERP MODEL?
PERFORM FLOW CALCS?
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.7

.7

.7
100
100
100
100
7
15 
5.

VOL SIZE IN mm (X)
Y
Z

FIRST LEVEL ARTERIES SPACING IN um (X)
Y
Z

LENGTH OF LEVEL 1 ARTERIES 
DIAMETER OF LEVEL 1 ARTERIES 
CAP LENGTH 
CAP DIA
ASSIGN DIA USING STRAHLER?
rd (IF YES ABOVE); USE STRAHLER ORDERING? (IF NO) 
PERP MODEL?
PERFORM FLOW CALCS?
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APPENDIX'C :
LISTING OF PROGRAM VESSEL

This appendix contains a list of the main variables used 

in the program, a listing of the include file ‘ maxvals. f, ' 

and a complete listing of the vessel simulator program.

Major Program Variables

art Id Diameter of level one arteries

art 11 Length of level one arteries

artlx X spacing of level one arteries

artly Y spacing of level one arteries

artlz Z spacing of level one arteries

capd Capillary diameter

capl Capillary length

capva Average velocity in 'capillaries'
child Vector of the children (on level i-1) of a vessel 

(on level i)

complete TRUE if the network converges to a single vessel; 

FALSE otherwise

connect Specifies connectivity sequence (1 = ZXY, 2 = ZYX)

delta 2-D array of vessel shifts on every level due to 

the angle on the next higher level

depth Volume dimension in the z direction

dia Vector of artery diameters
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dpdx 2-D array of pressure drops on every level in each 
vessel type

ep Vector containing coordinates of a vessel ending 

point

flag TRUE when parents or children of every vessel in 

the network are desired; FALSE when parent or 

children of a single vessel are desired

flows TRUE if user wants to perform flow calculations; 
FALSE otherwise

g Vector of grouping factors

h Vector of connection points

height Volume dimension in the y direction

inpfile Name of input file

incap TRUE if node lies inside a ' capillary; ' FALSE 

otherwise
length Vector of vessel lengths

lev Level of a vessel

m Total number of levels in the network

maxx Maximum x coordinate of the network

maxy Maximum y coordinate of the network

maxz Maximum z coordinate of the network

mdot Vector of mass flow rates

minz Minimum z coordinate of the network

num Vector containing the total number of vessels on

each level
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nx Vector containing the number of vessels lying in 
the x direction on each level

ny Vector containing the number of vessels lying in 
the y direction on each level

nz Vector containing the number of vessels lying in 
the z direction on each level

P Blood density

par Parent (on level i+1) of a vessel (on level i)

perp TRUE if network is perpendicular; FALSE otherwise

phi Vector of angles for vessels initially parallel to 

the y direction

plength Vector of vessel lengths for perpendicular network

qdot Vector of volume flow rates

rd Artery diameter ratio

sp Vector containing coordinates of a vessel starting 

point

space 2-D array of vessel spacings on every level in each 

direction

strahler TRUE if user wants vessels numbered by the Strahler 

method; FALSE otherwise

theta Vector of angles for vessels initially parallel to 
the x direction

u Blood viscosity

uv Vector containing components of a unit vector

vavg 2-D array of average flows in arteries and veins

vdia Vector of vein diameters



vel
vels

ves
vol
vrd

w

Velocity magnitude at a node

Vector containing velocity components at a node
Vessel number

Total tissue volume
Vein diameter ratio

Perfusion in tissue volume

110

, width Volume dimension in the x direction
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******************************************************************************
* THIS FILE IS USED BY PROGRAM VESSEL.F AND CONTAINS THE MAXIMUM SIZE OF
* SEVERAL ARRAYS IN THAT PROGRAM. IT ALSO CONTAINS SOME CONSTANTS FOR
* THE PROPERTIES OF BLOOD.****************************************************************************** 

integer maxg, maxi 
real*4 u, p 
real * 8 pi
parameter (maxg = 20) 
parameter (maxi = 30) 
parameter (p = 1000.0) 
parameter (u = 0.035)

! MAX GROUPING FACTOR ALLOWED 
! MAX # LEVELS ALLOWED 
! DENSITY OF BLOOD (kg/m"3)
! VISCOSITY OF BLOOD (poise)

parameter (pi = 3.1415926536)
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** ** ** ** ***********************************************************************
* PROGRAM VESSEL GENERATOR
* This is a flexible program that generates a symmetric vascular structure
* using user defined parameters. The structure is generated by a "bottom-
* up" procedure, meaning that an arteriole bed is layed out and connections
* are made until convergence to a single root is attained. The structure is
* initially created with all vessel connections being perpendicular. Various
* angles on certain levels may then be changed as.the user desires.
* Therefore, any comments in the code about vessels being parallel to a
* certain axis refers to the initial orientation of the vessels. Initially,
* all vessels are connected at their midpoints, but this can be changed by
* having values other than 0.5 for the parameter h. Due to the
* nature of the program, it may not be possible for the structure to
* converge to a single vessel using the parameters desired by the user.
* It should be realized that this program is not, nor is it meant to be,
* a RANDOM vessel generator that takes ANY arteriole bed and ANY parameters
* specified by the user and generates a valid structure. It is meant to
* be a tool the intelligent user can use to build a structure, provided
* the parameters and arteriole bed are compatible. Flow calculations
* may be performed for networks having all g = 2 and h not = 0 or 1
* (the exception to this is on level 1, where h must = 0). The program
* is written to be as general as possible so that future modifications
* can be done with minimal work. The exception to this may be in the
* flow calcs section. Time constraints forced me to finish that part
* very quickly. Thus, in order to make the flow calcs valid for a
* larger range of problems, considerable coding may be necessary.
* Note, however, that modifications should only be necessary when determining
* mass flows. Once correct mass flows are specified, the program should
* still be general enough to calculate the correct velocity components.
* The code is extensively commented, and, of course, refer to ye ole
* THESIS for lots more details.

* Angelo Toglia
* Spring 1993 *******************************************************************************

program vessel

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer connect, i ,j, lev, m, par, ves
integer child(maxg), g(maxi), num(maxl), nx(maxl), ny(maxi), nz(maxi) 
real*4 h(maxi)
real*8 artld, artll, artlx, artly, artlz, capd, capl, capva 
real*8 depth, height, vol, width
real*8 delta(maxi,maxg), dia(maxi), ep(3), length(maxi),'vdia(maxi)
real*8 phi(maxi), plength(maxi)
real*8 maxx, maxy, maxz, minz
real*8 rd, space(maxi,3), sp(3), theta(maxi)
real*8 mdot(maxl), qdot(maxl), vavg(2,maxi)
logical complete, flag, flows, perp, strahler

call input (artld, artll, artlx, artly, artlz, capd, capl,
connect, depth, flows, height, perp, rd, strahler, width)

call cap_num (artll, artlx, artly, artlz, depth, 
height, width, num, nx, ny, nz)

call get a (connect, nx, ny, nz, g, complete, m)
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h {1) = 0.0
if (perp .eq. .true.) then 

do i = 1, m 
phi(i) =90 
theta(i). = 90 

end do
call get_h (h, m) 

else
do i = 2, m

! CONNECT LEVEL 1 ARTS AT ENDS 
! PERP MODEL, THEREFORE

! ALL ANGLES =9 0  AND 
! ALLOW FOR VARIABLE H'.S

ALLOW FOR VARIABLE ANGLES
! THEREFORE, SET ALL H'S = 0.5

h(i) = 0.5 
end do
call get_angles (connect, m, phi, theta) 

end if
call get_dia (artld, m, rd, strahler, dia) 

call v_dia (m, vdia)

call diacheck (artlx, artly, artlz, capl, dia, m, vdia)

call spacing (artll, artlx, artly, artlz, connect, 
g, m, nx, ny, nz, space)

call lengths (artll, connect, g, m, phi, space, theta, length, plength)

flag = .true. ! FIND RELATIVES OF EVERY VESSEL IN THE STRUCTURE 
! THIS SUBROUTINE IS NEVER ACTUALLY USED AND DOESN'T NEED TO BE CALLED 
* call children (connect, flag, g, lev, m, nx, ny, nz, ves, child)

call parent (connect, flag, g, lev, m, nx, ny, nz, ves, par)

call deltas (connect, g, m, phi, space, theta, delta)

call coords (capl, connect, complete, delta, depth, g, h, 
height, length, m, nx, ny, nz, phi, plength, 
space, theta, width, maxx, maxy, maxz, minz)

call volmod (maxx, maxy, maxz, minz, depth, height, vol, width)

if (flows .eq. .false.) then 
stop 

end if

call avg_flows (capd, dia, g, h, m, num, vdia, vol, 
capva, mdot, qdot, vavg)

call flow_calcs (capd, capva, connect, dia, g, i, length, m, num, 
nx, ny, nz, phi, space, theta, vavg, vdia)

stop
end

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE INPUT: OBTAINS THE GENERAL PARAMETERS THAT WILL BE
* USED TO GENERATE THE VESSEL GEOMETRY.

subroutine input (artld, artll, artlx, artly, artlz, capd, capl, 
connect, depth, flows, height, perp, rd, 
strahler, width)
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implicit none

integer connect 
character*! answer 
character*80 inpfile 
logical flows, perp, strahler
real*8 artld, artll, artlx, artly, artlz, capd, capl 
real*8 depth, height, rd, width

write(6,5)
5 format(lx,'Do you want to input data interactively? ',$)

read(5,*) answer

if ((answer .eq. 'n') .or. (answer .eq. 1N ')) then 
write(6,10)

10 format(lx,'Input file name: ',$)
read(5,*) inpfile
open(unit = 9, file = inpfile, status = 1 unknown1)
read(9,*) width
read(9,*) height
read(9,*) depth
read(9,*) artlx
read(9,*) artly
read(9,*) artlz
read(9,*) artll
read(9,*) artId
read(9,*) capl
read(9,*) capd
read(9,*) answer

if ((answer .eq. 'y 1) .or. (answer .eq. 1Y 1)) then 
strahler = .true. 
read(9,*) rd

else if ((answer .eq. 'n ') .or. (answer .eq. 1N ')) 
read(9,*) answer

if ((answer .eq. 'y1) .or. (answer .eq. 1Y 1)) 
strahler = .true. 

else.
strahler = .false, 

end if
end if

read(9,*) answer
if ((answer -eq. 'y') .or. (answer .eq. 1Y ')) then 

perp = .true, 
else

perp = .false, 
end if
read(9,*) answer
if ((answer .eq. 'y1) .or. (answer .eq. 1Y 1)) then 

flows = .true, 
else

flows = .false, 
end if 
close(9)

else ! GET INPUT INTERACTIVELY
write(6,15)

15 format(lx,'Enter width of volume (x direction) in mm.
read(5,*) width

write(6,20)
20 format(lx,'Enter height of volume (y direction) in mm.

read(5,*) height

then

then

'/ $) 

\ $ )
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write(6,25)
format(lx,'Enter depth of volume (z direction) in mm. ',$) 
read(5,*) depth

write(6,30)
format(lx,'Enter spacing of level 1 arteries in x dir 

.(in microns). *,$)
read(5,*) artlx

write(6,35)
format(lx, 1 Enter spacing of level 1 arteries in y dir 

.(in microns). ',$)
read(5,*) artly

write(6,40)
format(lx, 1 Enter spacing of level 1 arteries in z dir 

.(in microns). 1,$)
read(5,*) artlz

write(6,45)
format(lx,'Enter length of level 1 arteries (in microns). ',$) 
read(5,*) artll

write(6,50)
format(lx,'Enter diameter of level 1 arteries (in microns). ',$) 
read(5,*) artId

write(6,42)
format(lx,'Enter capillary length (in microns). Note that 

.this length determines the spacing between veins and arteries.

.Thus, to prevent vessels from overlapping, this value MUST be 

.GREATER than the sqrt(1.5)*(diameter of the largest vessel 

.in the structure). ',$)
read(5,*) capl

write(6,43)
format(lx,'Enter capillary diameter (in microns). ',$) 
read(5,*) capd

write(6,55)
format(lx,'Do you want to assign diameters using Horton's 

-Law? (y/n) ',$)
read(5,*) answer

if ((answer .eq. 'y') .or. (answer .eq. 'Y ')) then 
strahler = .true, 
write(6,60)
format(lx, 1 Enter diameter ratio. ',$)- 
read(5,*) rd

else if ((answer .eq. 'n') .or. (answer .eq. 1N 1)) then
write(6,65)
format(lx, 1 Do you want to use Strahler orders? ',$) 
read(5,*) answer
if ((answer .eq. 'y') .or. (answer .eq. 1Y ')) then 

strahler = .true, 
else

strahler = .false, 
end if 

end if '
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write(6,70)
70 format(lx,'Do you want a perpendicular model (all angles

.90 degrees)? 1,$)
read(5,*) answer

if ((answer .eg. ‘y 1) .or. (answer .eq. 1Y 1)) then 
perp = .true. 

else
perp = -false, 

end if

write(6,72)
72 format(lx,'Do you want to do flow calculations? ',$)

read(5,*) answer

if ((answer .eq. 'y') .or. (answer .eq. 1Y 1)) then 
flows = .true, 

else
flows = .false, 

end if 
end if

write(6,75)
75 format(lx,'Enter connectivity sequence (1 = xyz, 2 = yzx): ',$)

read(5,*) connect

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE CAP_NUM: THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF
* LEVEL 1 VESSELS LYING IN EACH DIRECTION USING THE VOLUME SIZE AND
* RESPECTIVE SPACING AS ENTERED BY THE USER. THIS IS USEFUL TO KNOW
* WHEN GROUPING VESSELS LATER.

subroutine cap_num (art11, artlx, artly, artlz, depth, 
height, width, num, nx, ny, nz)

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer num(maxi), nx(maxl), ny(maxi), nz(maxi)
real*8 art11, artlx, artly, artlz, depth, height, width
real*8 conv, err

conv = 10**3 ! CONVERSION BETWEEN mm AND urn
err = 0.0001 ! ERROR TO ADD TO dmod TO ACCOUNT FOR COMPUTER ERROR

! CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF LEVEL 1 ARTERIES IN EACH DIRECTION

nx(1) = int((width * conv)/ artlx) + 1 
ny(1) = int((height * conv)/ artly) + 1

! IN Z DIR, MUST TAKE INTO ACCOUNT LENGTHS OF THE VESSELS THEMSELVES.
! THUS, ADD A VESSEL IF REMAINDER IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO VESSEL LENGTH.

if ((dmod((depth * conv), (artlz + artll)) + err) .It. artll) then 
nz(1) = int((depth * conv) / (artlz + artll)) 

else if ((dmod((depth * conv), (artlz + artll)) + err) .ge. artll) then
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nz(l) = int((depth * conv) / (artlz + artll)) + 1 
end i f

num(l) = nx(l) * ny(l) * nz(l) ! TOTAL # LEVEL 1 ARTS

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE GET_G: GETS G VALUES FROM USER INTERACTIVELY AND CHECKS TO
* MAKE SURE EACH ONE IS VALID. IT ALSO RETURNS THE NUMBER OF LEVELS IN THE
* STRUCTURE AND CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF VESSELS LYING IN EACH DIRECTION
* ON EVERY LEVEL.

subroutine get_g (connect, nx, ny, nz, g, complete, m) 

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES
integer dummy2, field, numves
integer connect, g(maxi), m, nx(maxl), ny(maxi), nz(maxi)
real * 8 dummy
logical complete, goodg

m = 1 ! INITIALIZE TO FIRST LEVEL

! THIS LOOP WRITES TO THE SCREEN THE NUMBER OF VESSELS LYING IN EACH 
! DIRECTION ON THE FIRST LEVEL TO AID IN DETERMINING VALID 
! GROUPING FACTORS

if (connect .eg. 1) then ! XYZ CONNECTIVITY
write(6,*) nx(1), ny(1), nz(1) 

else if (connect .eg. 2) then ! YXZ CONNECTIVITY
write(6,*) ny(1), nx(1), nz(1) 

end if

10 format (lx, 1 Enter grouping factor g (g > 1) for level1, 12, ': ', $)

do while ( (nx (m) .or. ny (m) .or. nz (m) ) . gt. 1) ! VESSELS TO CONNECT
dummy2 = mod(m,3) ! GIVES AXIS VESSELS ARE || TO
if (m .ge. maxi) then ! ARRAY SIZE WILL BE EXCEEDED

write(6,*) 'Maximum number of levels will be exceeded if another
.connection is made. The source code must be slightly modified.
.Increase the value of maxi in the include file 'maxvals.f' and
.recompile. Program has terminated.'

stop ! EXIT PROGRAM
end if
goodg = .false. ! TRUE IF G IS VALID
do while (goodg .eg. .false.)

if ((((connect .eg. 1) .and. (dummy2 .eg. 1))
! XYZ CONNECTIVITY, THEREFORE LEVEL M VESSELS || Z 

.or. ((connect .eg. 2) .and. (dummy2 .eg. 2)))
i YXZ CONNECTIVITY, THEREFORE LEVEL M VESSELS || Y 

.and. (nx(m) .gt. 1)) then
! THERE IS MORE THAN ONE VESSEL IN X DIR, THUS .
I ALLOWING A CONNECTION TO BE MADE 

write(6,10) m 
read(5,*) g(m)
if (mod(nx(m),g(m)) .eg. 0) then ! G IS VALID

goodg = .true.
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nx(m+1) = nx(m) / g(m) ! CALC # VESSELS IN
ny (m+1) = ny (m) ! EACH DIRECTION ON
nz(m+1) = nz(m) ! NEXT LEVEL

end if
numves = nx(m)

else if ((((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy2 .eq. 2))
! XYZ CONNECTIVITY, THEREFORE LEVEL M VESSELS || X 
.or. ((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy2 .eq. 1)))
! YXZ CONNECTIVITY, THEREFORE LEVEL M VESSELS || Z 
.and. (ny(m) .gt. 1)) then
i THERE IS MORE THAN ONE VESSEL IN Y DIR, THUS 
! ALLOWING A CONNECTION TO BE MADE 

write(6,10) m 
read(5,*) g(m)
if (mod(ny(m),g(m)) .eq. 0) then 1 G IS VALID

goodg = .true, 
nx(m+1) = nx(m) ! CALC # VESSELS IN
ny (m+1) = ny (m) / g (m) ! EACH DIRECTION ON
nz(m+1) = nz(m) ! NEXT LEVEL

end if
numves = ny(m)

else if ((dummy2 .eq. 0) . and. (nz (m) .gt. 1)) then
! LEVEL M VESSELS |I Y (CONNECT = XYZ)
! OR || X (CONNECT = YXZ) AND THERE IS MORE THAN ONE 
! VESSEL IN Z DIR, THUS ALLOWING A CONNECTION TO BE MADE 

write(6,10) m 
read(5,*) g(m)
if (mod(nz(m),g(m)) .eq. 0) then ! G IS VALID

goodg = .true. 
nx(m+1) = nx(m) ! CALC # VESSELS IN
ny (m+1) = ny (m) > EACH DIRECTION ON
nz(m+1) = nz(m) / g(m) ! NEXT LEVEL

end if
numves = nz(m)

- else ! CANNOT MAKE A CONNECTION
write(6,*) 1 It is impossible to group vessels any further

.because there is only a single vessel remaining that is lying in the 

.direction of the next connection.'
call converge (m, nx, ny, nz, complete) 
return 

end if
if (goodg .eq. .false.) then ! GET NEW VALUE

dummy = float(numves) ! CREATE VARIABLE
field = int(dlogl0(dummy)) + 1 ! INTEGER FIELD WIDTH
write(6,20) numves

2 0 format (lx, 1 Invalid grouping factor. Number of vessels
.on current level is ', i<field>, '.') 

end if
if (g(m) .gt. maxg) then ! ARRAY SIZE WILL BE EXCEEDED
goodg = .false.

write(6,*) 1 The current grouping factor exceeds the maximum
.value allowed, which is 1, maxg, '. Either enter a value less than this 
.or exit the program and increase the size of maxg in the include 
- file 'maxvals.f'. You can then recompile and run the program again.1 

end if 
end do
m = m + 1 ! INCREMENT TO NEXT LEVEL

end do

call converge (m, nx, ny, nz, complete)
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return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE CONVERGE: CHECKS TO’ SEE IF THE STRUCTURE HAS CONVERGED TO A
* SINGLE VESSEL.

subroutine converge (m, nx, ny, nz, complete) 
implicit none

include 1maxvals.f ' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer m, nx (jnaxl)./ ny (maxi) , nz (maxi) 
character*! keep 
logical complete

write(6,*) 'Checking for convergence...'
write(6;*) 1 In subroutine converge: ', nx(m)/ ny(m), nz(m)

complete = .false. ! INITIALIZE
if ((nx(m) .eg. 1) .and. (ny(m) .eq. 1) .and. (nz(m) .eq. 1)) then

complete = .true. ! STRUCTURE HAS CONVERGED
write(6, *) 'WE HAVE CONVERGENCE! ! ! ! '

else ! NO CONVERGENCE
write(6,*) 'The structure has failed to converge to a single vessel.

.You may choose to keepthis structure and continue with the analysis or 

.you can try the other connectivity pattern if you have not

.already done so. If you choose the latter option you will have to run 

.the program again and parameter values from this attempt will be lost.' 
end if

if (complete .eq. .false.) then 
write(6,10)

10 format(lx, 'Do you want to keep this structure? ', $)
read(5,*) keep
if ((keep .eq. 'n') .or. (keep .eq. 'N ')) then ! QUIT 

write(6,*) 'Adios amigo'
stop 

end if 
end if

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE GET_H: GETS H VALUES FROM USER INTERACTIVELY AND CHECKS TO
* MAKE SURE EACH ONE IS VALID.

subroutine get_h (h, m) 

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer i, m 
real*4 h(maxi) 
logical goodh
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write(6,*) 'Level 1 vessels are connected at the ends. Therefore,

-h(l) = 0.'
do i = 2, m-1 ! DON'T NEED VALUE FOR LAST LEVEL

goodh = -false. ! TRUE IF H IS VALID 
do while (goodh .eg. -false.) I GET A GOOD VALUE 

write(6,10) i
10 format (lx, 'Enter h (0 <= h <= 1) for level', 12, ': ', $)

read(5,*) h(i)
if ((h(i) -It. 0) -or. (h(i) .gt. 1)) then ! BAD VALUE

write(6,*) 'Entered value is not in the required range.'
else ! GOOD VALUE OBTAINED

goodh = .true, 
end if 

end do 
end do

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE GET_ANGLES: GETS ANGLES (IN DEGREES) FROM USER INTERACTIVELY
* AND CHECKS TO MAKE SURE EACH ONE IS VALID. VESSELS PARALLEL TO THE X AXIS
* ARE ASSOCIATED WITH ANGLE THETA, AND VESSELS PARALLEL TO THE Y AXIS ARE
* ASSOCIATED WITH ANGLE PHI. VESSELS PARALLEL TO THE Z AXIS HAVE NO ANGLE
* ASSOCIATED WITH THEM BECAUSE THEIR ANGLE CANNOT BE CHANGED. ANGLES CANNOT
* BE EQUAL TO 0 OR 180 DEGREES BECAUSE IN THESE CASES VESSELS WOULD BE
* COINCIDENT.

subroutine get_angles (connect, m, phi, theta)

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f ' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer connect, m
integer dummy, i
real*8 phi(maxi), theta(maxi)
logical goodang

write(6,*) 'All angles must be entered IN DEGREES. Values must be
.greater than (but NOT equal to) 0 and less than (but NOT equal to) 
.180.'

do i = 2, m ! DON'T NEED VALUE FOR FIRST LEVEL
goodang = .false. ! TRUE IF ANGLE IS VALID 
dummy = mod (1,3) ! GIVES AXIS VESSELS ARE | | TO
do while (goodang .eq. .false.) ! GET A GOOD VALUE 

if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 2)) .or.
((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 0))) then

! LEVEL I VESSELS || X, CORRESPONDING TO ANGLE THETA 
write (6,10) i

10 format (lx, 'Enter theta for level', 12, ': ', $)
read(5,*) theta(i)
if ((theta(i) .le. 0) .or. (theta(i) .ge. 180)) then ! BAD VAL

write(6,*) 'Entered value is not in the required range.'
else ! GOOD VALUE OBTAINED

goodang = .true. 
end i f

else if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 0)) .or.
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((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 2))) then 

! LEVEL I VESSELS I| Y, CORRESPONDING TO ANGLE PHI 
write(6,20) i .

20 format (lx, 'Enter phi for level1, 12, 1 : 1, $)
read ( 5 , *) phi(i)
if ((phi(i) .le. 0) .or. (phi(i) .ge. 180)) then ! BAD VALUE

write(6,*) 'Entered value is not in the required range.1
else ! GOOD VALUE OBTAINED

goodang = .true, 
end if

else if (dummy .eq. 1) then ! LEVEL I VESSELS || Z; NO ANGLE 
goodang = .true. ! EXIT LOOP TO GET TO NEXT LEVEL

end if 
end do 

end do

return
end

********^ ******************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE GET_DIA: GETS DIAMETERS OF ARTERIES FROM USER INTERACTIVELY.
* DIAMETERS ARE CONSTANT WITHIN A LEVEL.

subroutine get_dia (artld, m, rd, strahler, dia) 

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer i, m
real*8 artld, dia(maxi), rd 
logical strahler

dia(1) = artld
if (strahler .eq. .true.) then

do i - 2, m !
dia(i) = dia(i-l) * rd 

end do
else !

do i =2, m j
write(6,10) i

10 format (lx, 'Enter the diameter
. level', 12, ': ', $)

read(5,*) dia(i) 
end do 

end if

return 
end

*******************************************************************************

1 ASSIGN FIRST DIA 
! CALC DIAS USING RD 

DIA(1) = ART1D IS ALREADY KNOWN

GET DIAS MANUALLY
DIA(1) = ART1D IS ALREADY KNOWN

(in urn) of arteries on

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE V_DIA: GETS DIAMETERS OF VEINS FROM USER INTERACTIVELY.
* DIAMETERS ARE CONSTANT WITHIN A LEVEL. SUBROUTINE IS VIRTUALLY IDENTICAL
* TO GET_DIA ABOVE.

subroutine v_dia (m, vdia)

implicit none
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include ‘maxvals.f1 ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer i, m
real*8 vdia(maxi)z vrd
character*! ans
write(6,10)

10 format(lx, 1 Do you want to assign vein diameters using a ratio? ',$)
read(5,*) ans

write(6,15)
15 format(lx,'Enter diameter (in urn) of veins on level 1: ',$)

read(5,*) vdia(1)

if ((ans .eq. 'y') .or. (ans .eg. 'Y ')) then 
write(6,20)

20 format(lx,'Enter vein diameter ratio: ',$)
read(5,*) vrd 
do i = 2, m

vdia(i) = vdia(i-l) * vrd 
end do

else 1 GET DIAS MANUALLY
do i = 2, m ! VDIA(T) KNOWN FROM ABOVE

write(6,30) i
3 0 format (lx, 1 Enter the diameter (in urn) of veins on

. level', 12, ': ', $)
read(5,*) vdia(i) 

end do 
end if

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE DIACHECK: CHECKS TO MAKE SURE THAT THE CAPILLARY LENGTH IS
* IS LARGE ENOUGH TO ENSURE THAT VESSELS DO NOT OVERLAP. TO AVOID
* OVERLAP, CAPILLARY LENGTH MUST BE GREATER THAN SQRT(1.5) * DIAMETER.
* THE USER IS NOTIFIED IF THIS CONDITION IS NOT SATISFIED AND THE PROGRAM
* EXECUTION IS THEN STOPPED.

subroutine diacheck (artlx, artly, artlz, capl, dia, m, vdia) 

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer i, m
real*8 artlx, artly, artlz, capl, dia(maxi), vdia(maxi) 
real*8 resl, res2, smallest, val 
logical gooddia

! FIND THE SMALLEST SPACING OF LEVEL ONE VESSELS 
smallest = artlx 
if (artly .It. artlx) then 

smallest = artly 
end i f
if (artlz .It. smallest) then 

smallest = artlz 
end if
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val = sqrt(1.5) 
gooddia = .true.
1 =  1
do while ((i .le. m) .and. (gooddia .eg. .true.))

reel = dia(i) * val ! COMPARE ARTERIES
res2 = vdia(i) * val ! COMPARE VEINS
if ((real .ge. capl) .or. (res2 .ge. capl)) then 

gooddia = .false, 
end if
if ((dia(i) .ge. smallest) .or. (vdia(i) .ge. smallest)) then 

gooddia = .false, 
end if 
i = i + 1 

end do
if (gooddia .eg. .false.) then

write(6,*) 'Diameter requirements have not been met. In
.order to prevent vessels from overlapping, capillary length 
-MUST be greater than sqrt(1.5) * (largest diameter in structure).
.Either increase the capillary length or decrease any diameters 
.so that they all meet this criterion. Also make sure that the largest 
.diameter is less than the smallest capillary spacing. Program has 
.terminated.' 

stop 
end if

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE SPACING: CALCULATES THE SPACING BETWEEN VESSELS IN EACH
* DIRECTION. THESE SPACINGS ARE THEN USED TO CALCULATE THE LENGTHS OF
* VESSELS ON EACH LEVEL. SPACINGS ARE MEASURED FROM VESSEL CENTERLINES AND
* ARE INDEPENDENT OF ANY ANGLES. SPACINGS BETWEEN VESSELS PARALLEL TO
* THE Z AXIS ARE MEASURED FROM THE END OF ONE VESSEL TO THE BEGINNING
* OF THE NEXT.

subroutine spacing (artll, artlx, artly, artlz, connect, 
g, m, nx, ny, nz, space)

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f 1 ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer dummy, i
integer connect, g(maxl), m, nx(maxi), ny(maxi), nz(maxi) 
real*8 artll, artlx, artly, artlz 
real*8 space(maxi,3)

! SPACINGS OF THE FIRST TWO LEVELS MUST BE CALCULATED MANUALLY BECAUSE OF THE 
I 1-2 TERM IN THE GENERAL EQUATION

! ASSIGN KNOWN FIRST LEVEL SPACINGS 
space(1,1) = artlx 
space(1,2) = artly 
space(1,3) = artlz

!' ASSIGN SECOND LEVEL SPACINGS
if (nx(2) .eg. 1) then ! ONE VESSEL IN X DIR
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space(2,1) = 0.0 
else

space(2,1) = artlx 
end if
if (ny(2) .eq. 1) then

space(2,2) = 0.0 
else

space(2,2) = artly 
end if
if (nz(2) .eq. 1) then

space(2,3) = 0.0 
else

space(2,3) = artlz + artll 
end if

! THEREFORE SPACING IS ZERO

! ONE VESSEL IN Y DIR 
! THEREFORE SPACING IS ZERO

! ONE VESSEL IN Z DIR 
! THEREFORE SPACING IS ZERO

ASSIGN REST OF THE SPACINGS. BECAUSE SPACINGS ARE INDEPENDENT OF ANGLES, 
THEY ARE CALCULATED FROM THE PERPENDICULAR MODEL (IT DOESN'T MATTER WHETHER 
THE FINAL STRUCTURE ACTUALLY IS OR ISN'T). THUS, THE ADDITIONAL TERM IN 
SOME OF THE EQUATIONS REPRESENTS THE INITIAL LENGTH OF THE VESSEL FROM THE 
PERPENDICULAR MODEL (THIS VALUE IS CALLED PLENGTH IN THE NEXT SUBROUTINE). 

do i = 3, m ! SKIP FIRST TWO LEVELS
dummy = mod(i,3) ! GIVES AXIS VESSELS ARE || TO
if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 0))

! XYZ CONNECTIVITY, THEREFORE LEVEL I VESSELS I I Y 
.or. ((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 1))) then

! YXZ CONNECTIVITY, THEREFORE LEVEL I VESSELS I I Z 
space(i,1) = space(i-1,1) + (g(i-2) - 1) * space(i-2,1) 
space(i,2) = space(i-1,2) 
space(i,3) = space(i-1,3) 

else if ( ( (connect . eq. 1) .and., (dummy . eq. 1))
! XYZ CONNECTIVITY, THEREFORE LEVEL I VESSELS || Z 

.or. ((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 0))) then
! YXZ CONNECTIVITY, THEREFORE LEVEL I VESSELS I| X 

space(i,1) = space(i-1,1)
space(i,2) = space(i-1,2) + (g(i-2) - 1) * space(i-2,2) 
space(i,3) = space(i-1,3) 

else if (dummy .eq. 2) then
! LEVEL I VESSELS || X (CONNECT = XYZ)
! OR M Y (CONNECT ■= YXZ) 

space(i,1) = space(i-1,1) 
space(i,2) = space(i-1,2)
space(1,3) = space(i-1,3) + (g(i-2) - 1) * space(i-2,3)

end if

NOW CHECK TO SEE IF ANY OF. THE SPACINGS ARE ACTUALLY ZERO BECAUSE THERE 
IS ONLY A SINGLE VESSEL IN A DIRECTION. REASSIGNING THESE VALUES LIKE 
THIS MAY NOT BE THE BEST WAY OF DOING IT, BUT THE ALTERNATIVE WAS HAVING 
ANOTHER 18 OF THESE LITTLE IF LOOPS.

ONE VESSEL IN X DIR
I THEREFORE SPACING IS ZERO .

if (nx(i) .eq. 1) then !
space(i,1) = 0.0 

end if
if (ny(i) .eq. 1) then

space(i,2) = 0.0 
end if

ONE VESSEL IN Y DIR
! THEREFORE SPACING IS ZERO

if (nz(i) .eq. 1) then
space(i,3) = 0.0 

end if

ONE VESSEL IN Z DIR
! THEREFORE SPACING IS ZERO

end do

return
end
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*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE LENGTHS: CALCULATES THE LENGTH OF VESSELS ON EACH LEVEL.
* LENGTHS WITHIN A GIVEN LEVEL ARE CONSTANT. THE ORIGINAL LENGTH OF A VESSEL
* IS DETERMINED FROM THE PERPENDICULAR MODEL, BEFORE IT IS STRETCHED DUE TO
* AN ANGLE. THIS LENGTH, CALLED PLENGTH, IS THE RELEVANT VALUE WHEN
* PERFORMING CALCULATIONS IN A NUMBER OF THE OTHER SUBROUTINES. ESSENTIALLY,
* PLENGTH = LENGTH*SIN(ANGLE).

subroutine lengths (artll, connect, g, m, phi, space, theta, 
length, plength)

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f 1 ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer dummy, i
integer connect, g(maxi), m
real *8 artll, length (maxi)., phi (maxi), space (maxi, 3 ) , theta (maxi) 
real*8 plength(maxi)

length(1) = artll ! LENGTH OF LEVEL 1 ARTS
plength(1) = artll ! THEY DON'T STRETCH

do i = 2, m
dummy = mod(i,3)
if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eg. 2))

-or. ((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 0))) then 
! LEVEL I VESSELS || X, HAVE ANGLE THETA 

plength(i) = (g(i-l) - 1) * space(i-l,1) ! ORIGINAL LENGTH
(theta (!) .eq. 180)) then
i, 'theta = 0 or 180 degrees.1 
zero error is going to occur in

-eq. 0) .or.
'On level ', 
'A divide by

1 Program has terminated.1

if (• (theta (i) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*)

.subroutine LENGTHS.1
write(6,*) 
stop 

end if
length(i) = ((g(i-l) - 1) * space(i-1,1))

else if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq.
-or. ((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq.

! LEVEL I VESSELS || Y, HAVE ANGLE PHI 
plength(i) = (g(i-l) - 1) * space(i-1,2)
if ((phi(i) .eq. 0) .or. (phi(i) .eq. 180)) then

/ dsind(theta(i))
0 ))
2))) then

write (6,* 
write(6,* 

.subroutine LENGTHS.
write (6,* 
stop 

end if 
length(i) = 

else if (dummy

) 'On level ', i, 'phi = 0 or 180 degrees.'
) 'A divide by zero error is going to occur in

) 'Program has terminated.'

(tg(i-l) - 1) 
.eq. 1) then

space(i-1,2)) / dsind(phi(i))

! LEVEL I VESSELS || Z, HAVE NO ANGLE 
plength(i) = (g(i-l) - 1) * space(i-1,3)
length(i) = plength(i) ! VESSELS || Z DON'T STRETCH

end if 
end do

return
end

************************** * * ***************************************************
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*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE CHILDREN: FINDS.THE CHILDREN (ON LEVEL 1-1) OF ANY VESSEL
* (ON LEVEL I). SEE ANGELO'S NOTES AND THESIS FOR THE DERIVATION OF THE
* EQUATIONS IN THIS SUBROUTINE.

subroutine children (connect, flag, g, lev, m, nx, ny, nz, ves, child)

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f ' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer connect, g(maxi), lev, m, nx(maxi), ny(maxl), nz(maxi), ves 
integer child(maxg), dummy, i, j, k, num(maxi) 
integer lend, Istart, vend, vstart 
logical flag

open (unit = 97, file = 'relatives.out', status = 1 unknown1)
! THIS LOOP CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF VESSELS ON EVERY LEVEL 

do i = 1, m
num(i) = nx(i) * ny(i) * nz(i)

end do

if (flag .eq. .true.) then 
Istart = 2 
lend = m 

else
Istart = lev 
lend = lev 

end if

! FIND CHILDREN OF EVERY VESSEL IN STRUCTURE 
! LEVEL 1 HAS NO CHILDREN 
! END WITH LAST LEVEL 
! FIND CHILDREN OF JUST ONE VESSEL

! THEREFORE, GO THROUGH LEVEL LOOP 
i ONLY ONCE I.E. INDICES ARE THE SAME

do i = Istart, lend ! LOOP OVER LEVELS
dummy = mod(i,3) ! GIVES AXIS VESSELS ARE I| TO

! UNCOMMENT THESE IF YOU WANT TO WRITE CHILDREN TO A FILE
* write(97,*) 1 level = 1,i
* write(97,*)'g(i-1) = ',g (i-1)

if (flag .eq. .true, 
vstart = 1 
vend = num(i) 

else
vstart = ves 
vend = ves 

end if

then ! FIND CHILDREN OF EVERY VES IN STRUCTURE 
! START WITH VESSEL 1 
! END WITH LAST VESSEL ON LEVEL I

! FIND CHILDREN OF JUST ONE VESSEL 
! THEREFORE, GO THROUGH VESSEL LOOP 
! ONLY ONCE

do j = vstart, vend ! LOOP OVER VESSELS
* write(97,*)'vessel number ',j

if (dummy .eq. 1) then ! LEVEL I VESSELS |I Z DIRECTION
do k = 1, g(i-1) • ! FIND EVERY CHILD

! NOTE THAT THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN ON A GIVEN LEVEL EQUALS THE GROUPING FACTOR 
! OF THE PREVIOUS LEVEL. THUS G(I-l) IS NEEDED INSTEAD OF G(I).

child(k) = j + (nx(i-1) * ny(i-l) *
int((]-!) / (nx(i-1) * ny(i-l))) *
(g(i-l) - 1)) + ((k - 1) * nx(i-l) * ny(i-l))

* write(97,*)'child ',k,' = ',child(k) 
end do

else if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 2)) .or.
((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 0))) then ! || X

do k = 1, g(i-l) ! FIND EVERY CHILD
child(k) = g(i-1) * (j - 1) + k
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write(97 z *) 1 child ',k, ' = 1z child(k) 
end do

else if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 0)) .or.
((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 2))) then ! || Y

do k = 1, g(i-l) ! FIND EVERY CHILD
child(k) = j + (nx(i-l) * int((j-l) / nx(i-l)) *

(g(i-l) - 1)) + ((k - 1) * nx(i-l))
write(97,*)'child ',k,' = 1,child(k) 

end do 
end if 

end do 
end do

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE PARENT: FINDS THE PARENT (ON LEVEL 1+1) OF ANY VESSEL
* (ON LEVEL I).- SEE ANGELO'S NOTES AND THESIS FOR THE DERIVATION OF THE
* EQUATIONS IN THIS SUBROUTINE.

subroutine parent (connect, flag, g, lev, m, nx, ny, nz, ves, par) 

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer connect, g(maxl), lev, m, nx(maxi), ny(maxi), nz(maxi), ves 
integer dummy, fc, i, j, k, lend, Istart, num(maxi), par, vend, vstart 
logical flag

! THIS LOOP CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF VESSELS ON EVERY LEVEL 
do 1 = 1 ,  m

num(i) = nx(i) * ny(i) * nz(i) 
end do

if (flag .eq. .true.) then 
Istart = 1 
lend = m-1 

else
Istart = lev 
lend = lev 

end if

do i = Istart, lend ! LOOP OVER LEVELS
dummy = mod(i,3) ! GIVES AXIS VESSELS ARE I I TO

1 UNCOMMENT THESE IF YOU WANT TO WRITE PARENTS TO A FILE
* write(97,*)'level = 1 / i
* write(97,*)'g(i) = ',g(i)

if (flag .eq. .true. ) then ! FIND PAR OF EVERY VESSEL IN STRUCTURE
vstart = 1 ! START WITH VESSEL 1
vend = num(i) 

else ' END WITH LAST VESSEL ON LEVEL I
! FIND PAR OF JUST ONE VESSEL

vstart = ves ! THEREFORE, GO THROUGH VESSEL LOOP
vend = ves 

end if
! ONLY ONCE

! FIND PAR OF EVERY VESSEL IN STRUCTURE 
! START FROM LEVEL 1 
! LAST LEVEL HAS NO PARENT 
! FIND PAR OF JUST ONE VESSEL

! THEREFORE, GO THROUGH LEVEL LOOP 
! JUST ONCE I.E. INDICES ARE THE SAME

do j = vstart, vend
write(97,*)'vessel number ',j

! LOOP OVER VESSELS
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if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 1)) .or.
((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 2))) then

par = int((j-1) / g(i)) + 1
* write(97z*)'parent = '.par

else if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 2)) .or.
((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 1))) then 

fc = j - (nx(i) * (int((]-!) / nx(i)) - (g(i) *
int((j-1) / (g(i) * nx(i)))))) 

par = fc - (int((fc-1) / (g(i) * nx(i))) * nx(i) *
(g (i) - 1) )

* write(97,*)'parent = '.par 
else if (dummy .eq. 0) then

fc = j - (nx(i) * ny(i) * (int((j-1),/ (nx(i) * ny(i))) - 
(g(i) * int((j-1) / (g(i) * nx(i) * ny(i)))))) 

par = fc - (int((fc-1) / (g(i) * nx(i) * ny(i))) * nx(i) * 
ny (i) * (g (i) - 1) )

* write(97.*)'parent = '.par 
end if

end do 
end do
close (97)

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE DELTAS: CALCULATES THE OFFSET (SHIFT) OF THE VESSELS ON EACH
* PARTICULAR LEVEL DUE TO THE ANGLE ON THE NEXT HIGHER LEVEL.

subroutine- deltas (connect, g, m, phi, space, theta, delta) 

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer connect, g(maxi), m 
integer dummy, i, j, k
real*8 phi(maxi), space(maxi,3), theta(maxi) 
real*8 delta(maxi,maxg)

do i = 1, m-1 ! LAST LEVEL DOESN'T HAVE DELTA
dummy = mod(i,3) ! GIVES AXIS VESSELS ARE |I TO
if (connect .eq. 1) then ! XYZ CONNECTIVITY

if (dummy .eq. 2) then ! LEVEL I || X(DELTA DEPENDS ON PHI(1+1)
do j = 1, g(i) ! FOR EVERY VESSEL IN THE GROUP

if (phi(i+1) .eq. 90) then ! NO DISPLACEMENT
delta(i,j) = 0.0 ! CAN'T TAKE TAN(90)

else
delta(i,j) = abs(((float(g(i))+1)/2)-j) * space(i,2)

/ dtand(phi(i+1))
end if

end do
else if (dummy .eq. 1) then ! LEVEL I II Z (DEPEND ON THETA(1+1)

do j = 1, g(i) ! FOR EVERY VESSEL IN THE GROUP
if (theta(i+1) .eq' 90) then ! NO DISPLACEMENT 

delta(i,j) = 0.0 ! CAN'T TAKE TAN(90)
else

delta(i,j) = abs(((float(g(i))+l)/2)-j) * space(i,1) 
/ dtand(theta(i+1))
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end if

!
end do

else if (dummy .eq. 0) then 
do j = 1, g (i)

delta(i,]) = 0.0 
end do 

end if
else if (connect .eq. 2) then 

if (dummy..eq. 2) then 
do j = 1, g (i)

if (theta(i+l) .eq. 90) 
delta(i,j) = 0.0 

else
delta(!,])= abs(((float(g(i))+l)/2) 

/ dtand(theta(i+1))
end if

LEVEL I I| Y (HAVE NO DELTA)
! FOR EVERY VESSEL IN THE GROUP 
! ASSIGN A VALUE OF ZERO

YXZ CONNECTIVITY
LEVEL I || Y (DEPEND ON THETA(1+1) 
FOR EVERY VESSEL IN THE GROUP 

then ! NO DISPLACEMENT
! CAN'T TAKE TAN(90)

-j) * space(iy1)

end do
else if (dummy .eq. 

do j = 1, g(i) 
if (phi(i+1) 

delta(i,j ) 
else

delta(i,j) 

end if

1) then ! LEVEL I || Z (DEPEND ON PHI(1+1)
! FOR EVERY VESSEL IN THE GROUP 

eq. 90) then ! NO DISPLACEMENT
= 0.0 ! CAN'T TAKE TAN(90)

= abs(((float(g(i))+l)/2)-j) * space(iy 2)
/ dtand(phi(i+1))

end do
else if (dummy .eq. 0) then ! LEVEL I I I X (HAVE NO DELTA)

do j = 1, g(i) ! FOR EVERY VESSEL IN THE GROUP
delta(i,j) = 0.0 ! ASSIGN A VALUE OF ZERO

end do 
end if 

end if
end do

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE COORDS: CALCULATES THE COORDINATES OF EVERY VESSEL. EACH
* COORDINATE MUST BE WRITTEN TO THE OUTPUT FILE IMMEDIATELY AFTER IT IS
* CALCULATED BECAUSE IT WILL BE LOST ON THE NEXT PASS THROUGH THE LOOP.
* CALCULATING THE COORDINATES LIKE THIS IS NECESSARY TO AVOID PROBLEMS WITH
* ENORMOUS ARRAYS.

subroutine coords (capl, connect, complete, delta, depth, g, h, 
height, length, m, nx, ny, nz, phi, plength, 
space, theta, width, maxx, maxy, maxz, minz)

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f‘ ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer connect, m
integer g(maxi), nx(maxl), ny(maxi), nz(maxi) 
integer dummy, i, j, k, num(maxl) 
real*4 h(maxi)
real*8 delta(maxi,maxg), ep(3), length(maxi), phi(maxi), plength(maxi) 
real*8 sp(3), space(maxi,3), theta(maxi)
real*8 avsep, capl, deltot, maxx, maxy, maxz, minz, sumx, sumy, sumz 
real*8 depth, height, width
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logical complete

! TWO COPIES OF THE COORD FILE.ARE NEEDED WHEN DOING FLOW CALCS 
open (unit = 96, file = 1 coords.dat1, status = 'unknown') 
open (unit = 95, file = 1coords2.dat1, status = 1 unknown1)

! INITIAIZE THESE VALUES TO VOLUME SIZE
maxx
maxy"
minz
maxz

width
height
0
depth

VEINS CAN ONLY CAUSE AN INCREASE 
IN X AND Y COORDS 
ANGLES CAN CAUSE NEGATIVE COORDS 
IN Z DIRECTION

! THIS LOOP CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF VESSELS ON EVERY LEVEL 
do i = 1, m

num(i) = nx(i) * ny(i) * nz(i) 
end do

THIS LINE USES THE USER DEFINED CAPILLARY LENGTH TO CALCULATE THE 
COMPONENT OFFSET OF THE VEINS. THE VALUE THAT IS FOUND REPRESENTS 
THE DISTANCE THAT SEPARATES THE ARTERIES AND VEINS PROJECTED INTO 
EACH PLANE IN 3D. THUS, THE COORDINATE OF ANY VEIN IS FOUND BY 
ADDING THIS VALUE TO EACH COMPONENT OF THE RESPECTIVE ARTERY, 

avsep = capl / sqrt(3.0)

do i = 1, m ! FIRST LEVEL VESSEL POSITIONS MUST BE MODIFIED ALSO 
dummy = mod(i,3) ! GIVES AXIS VESSELS ARE |I TO

! GET OFFSETS DUE TO H 'S AND ANGLES, RESPECTIVELY 
call sums (connect, h, i, plength, sumx, sumy, sumz)

do j = 1, num(i) ! FOR EVERY VESSEL
call delang (connect, complete, delta, g, i, j, m, 

nx, ny, nz, deltot)
! THIS IF LOOP ASSIGNS STARTING POINTS 

if (dummy .eq. 1) then ! LEVEL I VESSELS || Z
sp(1) = (j - (int((j-1)/nx(i))*nx(i)) - 1) *

space(i,1) + sumx ! X COORD
sp(2) = ((j-(int((j-1)/ (nx(i)*ny(i)))*nx(i)*ny(i))-1)/nx(i)) * 

space(i,2) + sum y ! Y
sp(3) = int((j-1)/(nx(i)*ny(i))) * (space(i,3) + plength(i)) + 

sumz + deltot ! Z
! ASSIGN END POINTS

ep(l) = sp(l) ! EP COORD IS SAME AS SP COORD
ep(2) = sp(2) ! EXCEPT IN DIR OF VESSEL, IN
ep(3) = sp(3) + plength(i) ! WHICH CASE ADD ITS LENGTH

else if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 2)) .or.
((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 0))) then 

! LEVEL I VESSELS j | X
sp(1) = (j - (int((j-1)/nx(i))*nx(i)) - 1) *

(space (i,1) + plength(i)) + sumx ! X COORD
sp(2) = ((j-(int((j-1)/ (nx(i)*ny(i)))*nx(i)*ny(i))-1)/nx(i)) * 

spaced, 2) + sum y ! Y
sp(3) = int((j-1)/(nx(i)*ny(i))) * space(i,3) + sumz + 

deltot ! Z
! ASSIGN END POINTS 

ep (1) = sp(1) + plength(i) 
ep (2) = sp (2) 
ep (3) = sp(3)

else if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 0)) .or.
((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 2))) then 

! LEVEL I VESSELS |I Y
sp(1) = (j - (int((j-1)/nx(i))*nx(i)) - 1) *
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SP(2) :
sp(3) = 

!
ep(1) = 
ep(2) = 
ep (3) = 

end if 
if (sp(3) 

minz = 
end if 
if (ep(3) 

maxz = 
end if

space(i,!) + sumx ! X COORD
: ( (j-(int ((]-!)/(nx(i)*ny(i)))*nx(i)*ny(i))-1)/nx(i)) 

(space(i/2) + plength(i)) + sum y ! Y
: int((j-i)/(nx(i)*ny(i))) * space(i,3) + sumz +

deltot ! Z
ASSIGN END POINTS
: sp(l)
: sp(2) + plength(i)
: SP(3)

.It. minz.) then 
sp (3)

.gt. maxz) then 
ep (3)

! CHECK TO SEE IF CURRENT VESSEL 
! Z COORD IS THE SMALLEST SO FAR

! CHECK TO SEE IF CURRENT VESSEL 
! Z COORD IS THE LARGEST SO FAR

WRITE ARTERY COORDS 
k = 1 FOR ARTERIES
write(95,10) i / j, k, sp(1), sp (2) , sp (3)
write(95,10) i. j, k, ep(1), ep (2), ep (3)
write(96,10) i. j, k, sp(1), sp (2), sp(3)
write(96,10) i/ j, k, ep(1), ep(2), ep (3)

! WRITE VEIN COORDS 
k = 2 FOR VEINS
write(95,10) i. j. k. sp(l) + avsep. sp (2) + avsep. sp (3) + avsep
write(95,10) i. j z k. ep (1) + avsep. ep (2) + avsep. ep(3) + avsep
write(96,10) i. j. k. sp (1) + avsep. sp (2) + avsep. sp (3) + avsep
write(96,10) i. j z k. ep (1) + avsep. ep (2) + avsep. ep (3) + avsep

. (14, 2x, 110'/ 2x, 12, 2x, f 15i-4, 2x, f 15. 4, 2x, f15 .4)

if ((ep(1) + avsep) .gt. maxx) then 1 CHECK TO SEE IF CURRENT VES 
maxx = ep(1) + avsep ! X COORD IS THE LARGEST SO FAR

end if
if ((ep(2) + avsep) .gt. maxy) then ! CHECK TO SEE IF CURRENT VES 

maxy = ep(2) + avsep ! Y COORD IS THE LARGEST SO FAR
end if 

end do 
end do

close (95) 
close (96)

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE SUMS: CALCULATES THE SUMS THAT ARE NEEDED TO CALCULATE VESSEL
* CORRDINATES. THESE SUMS REPRESENT THE OFFSET BETWEEN THE EDGE OF THE
* VOLUME AND THE FIRST VESSEL. THE OFFSET OF THE FIRST VESSEL ON ANY GIVEN
* LEVEL IS DETERMINED BY H VALUES AND LENGTHS ON LOWER NUMBERED LEVELS ONLY.

subroutine sums (connect, h, i, plength, sumx, sumy, sumz) 

implicit none

include 1maxvals.f 1 ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer connect, i
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integer j 
real*4 h(maxi) 
real*8 plength(maxi) 
real*8 res, sumx, sumy, sumz

sumx = 0.0 ! INITIALIZE SUMS
sumy = 0.0
sumz = 0.0

do j = 1, i-1, 3 ! ADD EVERY THIRD LEVEL UP TO (NOT INCLUDING) I
res = dble(h(j)) * plength(j) ! CONVERT H TO DOUBLE PRECISION
sumz = sumz + res 

end do

do j = 2, i-1, 3 
res‘= dble(h(j)) 
if (connect .eg.

sumx = sumx + 
else

sumy = sumy + 
end if 

end do

do j = 3, i-1, 3 
res = dble(h(j)) 
if (connect .eg.

sumy = sumy + 
else

sumx = sumx + 
end if 

end do

return 
end

*******************************************************************************

* plength(j)
1) then ! XYZ CONNECTIVITY, THESE LEVELS || X 
res

! YXZ CONNECTIVITY, THESE LEVELS || Y
res

* plength(j)
1) then ! XYZ CONNECTIVITY, THESE LEVELS I| Y 
res

! YXZ CONNECTIVITY, THESE LEVELS || X
res

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE DELANG: CALCULATES THE ADDITIONAL DISPLACEMENT THAT MUST BE
* ADDED TO THE VALUE OF SUMZ (IN SUBROUTINE SUMS) THAT RESULTS FROM VARIABLE
* ANGLES. NOTE THAT ANGLE CHANGES CAUSE DISPLACEMENTS IN THE Z DIRECTION
* ONLY. VESSEL LENGTHS ARE ALTERED ACCORDINGLY SO THAT THE SPACING OF VESSELS
* I I Z REMAINS CONSTANT. DELTOT ON A GIVEN LEVEL IS DETERMINED BY ANGLES ON
* THAT LEVEL AND HIGHER NUMBERED LEVELS ONLY.

subroutine delang (connect, complete, delta, g, i, j, m, 
nx, ny, nz, deltot)

implicit none 

include 1maxvals.f '

integer connect, g(maxi), i, j, m, nx(maxl), ny(maxl), nz(maxi), par
integer dummy, k, lev, prime, row, ves
real*8 delta(maxi, maxg)
real*8 deltot, res
logical complete, flag

! EVERY VESSEL MUST BE RELATED TO ONE OF THE G(I) DELTAS ON THAT LEVEL.
! THEREFORE, PRIME IS THE NUMBER IN THE GROUP (1 <= PRIME <= G(I)) 

if (i .It. m) then 
dummy = mod(i,3)
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if (((connect .eg. 1) .and. (dummy .eg. 1)) .or. ! I I I Z
((connect .eg. 2) .and. (dummy .eg. 2))) then ! I I I Y

! PARENT.(LEVEL 1+1) || X
prime = mod(j,g(i))

else if (((connect .eg. 1) .and. (dummy .eg. 2)) .or. ! I I | X
((connect .eg. 2) .and. (dummy .eg. 1))) then ! I II Z
! PARENT (LEVEL 1+1) || Y

row = ((j-(int((j-1)/(nx(i)*ny(i)))*nx(i)*ny(i))-1)/nx(i))+1 
prime = mod(row,g(i))

else if (dummy .eg. 0) then ! PARENT (LEVEL 1+1) || Z
prime = 1  ! ASSIGN ANY VALUE SINCE ALL DELTAS FOR THIS LEVEL =

end if
if (prime .eg. 0) then 1 IF MOD = 0 THEN VESSEL NUMBER IS A MULTIPLE 

prime = g(i) ! OF G(I). THUS, NEED THE G(I)TH DELTA
end if
if (i .gt. 1) then

deltot = delta(i,prime) + delta(i-1,1) 
else ! 1=1 AND SECOND TERM ABOVE DOES NOT EXIST AND IS

deltot = delta(i,prime) 1 ZERO ANYWAY SINCE LEVEL ONE |I Z
end if

THIS IS A RECURSIVE LOOP WHICH TAKES ONE VESSEL AND FOLLOWS IF TO THE ROOT OF 
THE STRUCTURE. STARTING WITH A VESSEL J ON LEVEL I, WE NEED TO FIND ITS 
PARENT AND THE COORESPONDING DELTA FOR ITS PARENT. THEN WE NEED TO DO THE 
SAME FOR THAT VESSEL (THE PARENT), THE SAME FOR ITS PARENT, AND SO ON. LOOP 
ONLY GOES TO M-2 BECAUSE DELTA ON LEVEL M DOES NOT EXIST, THEREFORE, WE DON'T 
NEED TO FIND THE PARENT OF A VESSEL ON LEVEL M-l.

ves = j ! THE FIRST VESSEL WE WANT TO FIND THE PARENT OF
do k = i, m-2

flag = .false. ! FIND PARENT OF ONLY ONE VESSEL
lev = k ! LEVEL CURRENT VESSEL IS ON
call parent (connect, flag, g, lev, m, nx, ny, nz, ves, par) 
dummy = mod(k+1,3)
if (((connect .eg. 1) .and. (dummy .eg. 1)) .or. ! K II Z

((connect .eg. 2) .and. (dummy .eg. 2))) then ! K H Y
! PARENT (ON K+1) I| X 

prime = mod(par,g(k+1))
else if (((connect .eg. 1) .and. (dummy .eg. 2)) .or. ! K I| X

((connect .eg. 2) .and. (dummy .eg. 1))) then ! K II Z
! PARENT (ON K+1) || Y

row = ((par-(int((par-1)/(nx(k+1)*ny(k+1)))*nx(k+1)*ny(k+1))-1)
/ nx(k+1))+1 

prime = mod(row,g(k+1))
else if (dummy .eg. 0) then ! PARENT (ON K+1) || Z

prime = 1! ASSIGN ANY VALUE SINCE ALL DELTAS FOR THIS LEVEL = 0 
end if
if (prime .eg. 0) then ! IF MOD = 0 THEN VESSEL NUMBER IS A MULT 

prime = g(k+l) ! OF G(K+1). THUS, NEED THE G(K+1)TH DELTA
end if
res = delta(k+1,prime) 
deltot = deltot + res

0

ves = par ! THE NEW VESSEL IS THE-PARENT OF THE PREVIOUS VESSEL
end do

else ! I=M, AND ONLY DISPLACEMENT IS DUE TO ANGLE ON LEVEL M, WHICH 
deltot = delta(i-1,1) ! IS DEFINED BY DELTA ON PREVIOUS LEVEL

end if

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
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* SUBROUTINE VOLMOD: ADJUSTS VOLUME DIMENSIONS TO COMPENSATE FOR INCREASES
* CAUSED BY ANGLE CHANGES OR VEINS IF NECESSARY. VEINS CAN ONLY CAUSE AN
* INCREASE IN THE X AND Y COORDSz BUT ANGLES CAN INCREASE THE VOLUME BY
* GOING INTO NEGATIVE Z COORDS.

subroutine volmod (maxx, maxy, maxz, minz, depth, height, vol, width)

real*8 depth, height, width, maxx, maxy, maxz, minz, res

maxx = maxx / 1000
maxy = maxy / 1000
maxz = maxz / 1000
minz = minz / 1000

CONVERT urn TO mm 
CONVERT urn TO mm 
CONVERT urn TO mm 
CONVERT urn TO mm

res = maxz - minz ! VOLUME DEPTH REQUIRED
if (res .gt. depth) then 

depth = res
write(6,*) 'Volume depth has been increased to ', depth, 1 mm to 

accomodate the shift in vessels due to the chosen angles.1 
end if

if (maxx .gt. width) then 
width = maxx
write(6,*) 'Volume width has been increased to ', width, 'mm to 

.accomodate the veins.' 
end if

if (maxy .gt. height) then 
height = maxy
write(6,*) 'Volume height has been increased to ', height, 'mm to 

.accomodate the veins.' 
end if

vol = depth * width * height ! FIND TOTAL VOLUME
write(6,*) 'Total volume is ', vol, ' mmA3.'

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE AVG_FLOWS: CALCULATES THE AVERAGE FLOWS IN THE STRUCTURE
* IN ONE OF TWO WAYS. 1) BOTTOM-UP: USER DEFINES PERFUSION IN THE VOLUME.
* THIS IS DIVIDED EVENLY INTO THE NUMBER OF CAPILLARIES IN THE STRUCTURE.
* FLOWS ARE ADDED AS VESSELS CONVERGE UNTIL LARGEST VESSELS ARE REACHED.
* 2) TOP-DOWN: USER DEFINES FLOW(S) IN ROOT VESSEL(S) (EITHER VEINS OR
* ARTERIES BUT BOTH CANNOT BE SPECIFIED). NOTE THAT
* THERE IS MORE THAN ONE A/V PAIR OF ROOT VESSELS IF THE
* STRUCTURE DOES NOT CONVERGE. FLOWS ARE DIVIDED DOWN ONE SIDE (A/V)
* AS VESSELS BRANCH UNTIL CAPS ARE REACHED. THEN FLOWS ARE ADDED AS ABOVE
* UP THE OTHER SIDE (V/A) UNTIL ALL ARE KNOWN. IN EITHER METHOD,
* CONSERVATION OF MASS IS OBEYED, AND FLOW IS CONSTANT WITHIN A LEVEL FOR
* A GIVEN VESSEL TYPE. e.g. FLOW IN LEVEL 1 ARTERIES IS A CONSTANT
* (SAY Al), AND IN LEVEL 1 VEINS IS A CONSTANT (SAY Vl), BUT Al NEED
* NOT (AND PROBABLY WON'T) BE EQUAL TO Vl. FLOW OF A LEVEL IS THE FLOW
* OF A SINGLE VESSEL ON THAT LEVEL. MASS FLOWS ARE ONLY VALID
* FOR G = 2. SEE THESIS FOR MORE INFO.

subroutine avg_flows (capd, dia, g, h, m, num, vdia, vol,
capva, mdot, qdot, vavg)
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implicit none

include 1maxvals.f 1 ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer i, ftype
integer g(maxl), m, num(maxl)
real*4 h(maxi)
real*8 capd, dia(maxi)z vdia(maxl), vol
real*8 capva, mdot(maxi)z qdot(maxl), vavg(2, maxi)z w

vol = vol / 1.0e9 ! CONVERT. VOL FROM mmA3 TO mA3

write(6;10)
10 format(lx, 1 Enter 1 for bottom-up flow calcs or 2 for top-down: ',$)

read (5, *). ftype

! CALCULATE MASS FLOWS IN THE STRUCTURE. NOTE THAT THESE ARE
! MAGNITUDES ONLY AND THAT. MOOTS IN ARTS AND VEINS ON THE SAME LEVEL ARE EQUAL 
! SINCE THE STRUCTURE IS PERFECTLY SYMMETRIC. MDOT IN CAPS IS TWICE MDOT(1)
! BECAUSE A CAP CONNECTS 2 LEVEL ONE VESSELS (ONE ARTERY AND ONE VEIN).
! RECALL, THOUGH, THAT IN FINDING CAPMD WE DIVIDE BY NUM(l) WHICH IS THE 
1 NUMBER OF LEVEL ONE VESSELS OF A GIVEN VESSEL TYPE (EITHER ARTERY OR VEIN)
! AND IS THEREFORE EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF CAPS.

if (ftype .eq. 1) then ! BOTTOM-UP CALCS
write(6,20)

20 format(lx, 'Enter perfusion in volume (kg/mA3/s): ',$)
read (5,*) w
mdot(1) = w * vol / num(l) 
do i = 2, m

if ((h(i-1) .eq. 0.0) .or. (h(i-l) .eq. 1.0)) then
mdot(i) = mdot(i-1) 

else
mdot(i) = mdot(i-1) * g (i-1) 

end if 
end do

else if (ftype .eq. 2) then ! TOP-DOWN CALCS
write(6,30)

30 format(lx, 1 Enter mass flow rate of highest level vessels
.(kg/s): ',$)

read (5,*) mdot(m) 
do i = m-1, 1, -1

if ((h(i) .eq. 0.0) .or. (h(i) .eq. 1.0)) then
mdot(i) = mdot(i+1) 

else
mdot(i) = mdot(i+1) / g(i) 

end if 
end do 

end if

i NOW FIND MAGNITUDES OF VOLUME FLOW RATES 
do i = 1, m

qdot(i) = mdot(i) / p 
end do

1 NOW FIND MAGNITUDES OF AVERAGE VESSEL VELOCITIES. THESE ARE A FUNCTION 
! OF VESSEL DIAMETERS AND THUS NOT THE SAME FOR ARTS AND VEINS. THEY DO 
! REMAIN CONSTANT WITHIN A GIVEN LEVEL OF ONE VESSEL TYPE. DIAMETERS 
! MUST BE CONVERTED FROM urn TO m. 

do i = 1, m
vavg(1,i) = qdot(i) / (0.25 * pi * dia(i)**2 * le-12) ! ARTS
vavg(2,i) = qdot(i) / (0.25 * pi * vdia(i)**2 * le-12) ! VEINS
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end do
capva = qdot(l) / (0.25 * pi * capd**2 * le-12) I CAPS

return
end

** ** ** *************************************************************************

** ** ** ** ***********************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE FLOW_CALCS: RUNS THE FLOW CALCULATION PORTION OF THE PROGRAM.
* FIRST, SUBROUTINE GET_PTS IS CALLED. THIS RETURNS THE ENDPOINTS OF A
* VESSEL SEGMENT. SUBROUTINE WITHIN IS THEN CALLED TO DETERMINE IF THE
* CURRENT FE NODE LIES INSIDE THIS VESSEL SEGMENT. THIS PROCESS IS
* REPEATED UNTIL EITHER A VESSEL SEGMENT CONTAINING THE NODE IS FOUND
* OR THE ENTIRE STRUCTURE HAS BEEN SEARCHED. IF THE FORMER CASE, SUBROUTINE
* VELOCITY IS CALLED TO CALCULATE THE VELOCITY MAGNITUDE AT THE NODE.
* THIS IS DONE FOR EVERY NODE.

subroutine flow_calcs (capd, capva, connect, dia, g, i, length, m, num, 
nx, ny, nz, phi, space, theta, vavg, vdia)

implicit none

include 1maxvals.f 1 ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer connect, g(maxl), m, num(maxi), nx(maxi), ny(maxi), nz(maxi) 
integer dum, i, j, lev, nodenum, vtype
real*8 capd, capva, dia(maxi), length(maxi), pi(3), p2(3)
real*8 phi(maxi), space(maxi,3), theta(maxi), vavg(2,maxi), vdia(maxi)
real*8 node(3), r
logical eof, incap, inside, nonodes

! OPEN DATA FILE CONTAINING FE NODE COORDINATES AND VESSEL COORDS 
open (unit = 99, file = 'nodes.dat', status = 'old')
open (unit = 96, file = 'coords.dat', status = 'old')
open (unit = 95, file = 1coords2.dat1, status = 'old')
open (unit = 94, file = 'plot.dat', status = 'unknown1)
open (unit = 93, file = 'vels.dat', status = 'unknown')

nonodes = .false.
do while (nonodes .eq. .false.)

read(99, *, end = 100) nodenum, node(1), node(2), node(3) 
write(6,*) nodenum

i = 1 ! INITIALIZE
j = 0
incap = .true, 
inside = -false, 
eof = .false.
do while ((inside .eq. .false.) .and. (eof .eq. .false.))

! J ONLY TAKES ON VALUES 1 OR 2 IN SUBROUTINE GET_PTS TO INDICATE IF AN 
! SP OR EP IS BEING READ, RESPECTIVELY. J SHOULD BE INCREMENTED EVERY 
! TIME A LINE IN THE COORDS FILE IS READ. THE EXCEPTION IS DURING THE 
! CAPILLARY SEARCH, WHEN J IS NOT USEFUL, 

if (j .eq. 2) then 
3 = 0 

end if
call get_pts (connect, g, i, j, length, m, num, nx, ny, nz, 

phi, space, theta, eof, lev, pi, p2, vtype)

! USE THESE WRITE STATEMENTS TO MAKE A PLOT. FOR PLOTTING PURPOSES THE 
! -NODES FILE SHOULD ONLY CONTAIN A SINGLE NODE THAT IS NOT INSIDE A VESSEL.
* write(94,*)pl(1),pl(2),pl(3)
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* write(94,*)p2(1),p2(2),p2 (3)

call within (capd, dia, incap, lev, node, pi, p2, 
vdia, vtype, inside, r)

if (inside .eq. -true.) then ! NODE IS INSIDE A VESSEL 
call velocity (capd, capva, dia, incap, lev,

nodenum, pi, p2, r, vavg, vdia, vtype)
end if
if (i .eq. num(1)) then

! ALL CAPS HAVE BEEN CHECKED. NOW RETURN TO THE TOP OF THE FILE TO 
! START CHECKING ARTS AND VEINS.

rewind (96) 
incap = .false, 
j = 0 

end if 
i = i + 1 

end do
rewind (95) !REWIND FILES FOR NEXT NODE
rewind (96)

! ONLY ENTER THIS LOOP WHEN END OF FILE IS REACHED IN NODES.DAT 
dum = 0
if (dum ,ne. 0) then 

100 nonodes = .true,
end if 

end do

close (93) 
close (94) 
close (95) 
close (96) 
close (99)

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE GET_PTS: GETS ENDPOINTS (PI, P2) OF VES CENTERLINES. NOTE THAT
* THIS IS NOT SIMPLY THE SP AND EP OF A VESSEL THAT IS BENT. RETURNS PI, P2
* WHICH ARE THEN USED IN SUBROUTINE LOCATE FOR VARIOUS THINGS. OBTAINING
* CAPILLARY ENDPOINTS IS DIFFERENT FROM GETTING THE ENDPOINTS OF ANY OTHER
* VESSEL SEGMENT, SO IT IS NECESSARY TO KEEP TRACK OF HOW MANY TIMES THE
* CAPILLARY METHOD IS USED.

subroutine get_pts (connect, g, i, j, length, m, num, nx, ny, nz, phi, 
space, theta, eof, lev, pi, p2, vtype)

implicit none

include 'maxvals.f1 ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer g(maxi), num(maxi), nx(maxl), ny(maxi), nz(maxi)
integer connect, i, j, m
integer a, b, c, dum, dum2, dummy, lev
integer par, plane, prime, row, ves, vtype
real*8 length(maxi), phi(maxi), space(maxi,3), theta(maxi) 
real*8 delx, dely, delz, diff, parx, pary, parz, x, y, z 
real*8 pl(3), p2(3) 
logical eof, flag

! START WITH THE CAPS, WHICH ARE NOT EXPLICITLY IN THE COORDINATE FILE.
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! A CAPILLARY CONNECTS THE EPS OF A MATCHING VEIN/ARTERY PAIR.
! WHEN THE COUNTER I EXCEEDS THE NUMBER OF CAPS IN THE STRUCTURE, THIS METHOD 
! OF OBTAINING PI AND P2 IS NO- LONGER USED.

if (i .le. num(1)) then ! ALL CAPS HAVE NOT BEEN CHECKED
! READ DUMMY VAL B/C WE DONT WANT ART SP 
s, vtype, x, y, z ! READ ART EP

(i .le. num(1))
read(96,*) dum
read(96,*) lev.
pl(1) = x
pl (2) = y
pl (3) = z
read(96,*) dum
read(96,*) lev.
p2(1) = x
p2(2) = y
p2(3) = z

! READ DUMMY VAL B/C 
ves, vtype, x, y, z

WE DONT WANT VEIN 
! READ VEIN EP

else
read(96, 
dummy = 
Pld) = 
pl (2 ) = 
pl (3) = 
j = j

! ALL CAPS HAVE BEEN CHECKED
*, end = 100) lev, ves, vtype, x, y, z! READ VESSEL SP OR EP 

mod(lev,3) ! GIVES AXIS VESSELS ARE I I TO
x

= y
= z 
+ 1 ! INCREMENT J SINCE A LINE OF COORDS WAS READ

(lev -eq.
read(96,*
p2(l) = X
p2(2) = y
p2(3) = z
j = j + 1

1) then
lev, ves, vtype, x. ! READ VESSEL EP

! INCREMENT J SINCE A LINE OF COORDS WAS READ 
IF J = 1 AN SP WAS READ, THUS, FOR A BENT VESSEL WE NEED TO FIND ITS 
MIDPOINT. HOWEVER, IF J = 2 A VESSEL EP WAS READ. IF THE VESSEL IS 
BENT IT HAS THE SAME MIDPOINT AS ITS SP. THEREFORE, WE DO NOT NEED TO 
RECALCULATE THE MIDPOINT i.e. P2 REMAINS THE SAME.

else if (j .eq. 1) then ! FIND MIDPOINT

if (lev .It. m) then
flag = .false. ! FIND PARENT OF A SINGLE VESSEL
call parent (connect, flag, g, lev, m, nx, ny, nz, ves, par)

! THE DO LOOP READS TROUGH THE COORDS FILE UNTIL IT FINDS THE PARENT 
read(95,*) a, b, c
do while (((a .ne. (lev+1)) .or. (b .ne. par)) .or.

(c .ne. vtype)) 
read(95,*) a, b, c 

end do
backspace (95)
read (95, *) a, b, c, parx, pary, parz ! SP OF PARENT
rewind (95)

FIND THE PRIME OF THE VESSEL (AS IN SUBROUTINE DELANG). DO NOT NEED TO 
DO THIS FOR VESSELS WHOSE PARENTS ARE I I Z. THIS LOOP FINDS DELX, DELY,
AND DELZ, THE DISTANCES THAT MUST BE ADDED TO THE SP OF A BENT 
PARENT VESSEL IN ORDER TO FIND THE CONNECTION POINTS OF THE CHILDREN.

if (((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 2)) .or.
((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 1))) then ! LEV || Y

! PARENT (LEVEL LEV+1) || X 
prime = mod(ves,g(lev)) 
if (prime .eq. 0) then 

prime = g(lev) 
end if
delx = (prime - 1) * space(lev,1)
dely = 0.0
if (theta(lev+1) .eq. 90) then ! NO Z DISPL ON LEVEL LEV
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delz = 0.0 ! CAN'T TAKE TAN(90)
else

delz = - ( (g (lev) -1) /2.0 abs ( ( (g (lev)+1)/2.0 - prime)))
* space(lev,1) / dtand(theta(lev+1))

end if
else if (((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 1)) .or.

((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 2))) then ! M X
! PARENT (LEVEL LEV+1) || Y 

row = ( (ves- (int ( (ves-1) / (nx (lev) *ny (lev) ) ) * 
nx(lev)*ny(lev))-1) / nx(lev))+1

prime = mod(row,g(lev)) 
if (prime .eq. 0) then 

prime = g(lev) 
end if 
delx = 0.0
dely = (prime - 1) * space(lev,2)
if (phi(lev+1) .eq. 90) then i NO Z DISPL ON LEVEL LEV

delz = 0.0 ! CAN'T TAKE TAN(90)
else

delz = -((g(lev)-1)/2.0 - abs(((g(lev)+1)/2.0 - prime)))
* space(lev,2) / dtand(phi(lev+1))

end if
else if (dummy .eq. 0) then ! PARENT (LEVEL LEV+1) || Z

plane = int((ves-1)/ (nx(lev)*ny(lev))) + 1 
prime = mod(plane,g(lev)) 
if (prime .eq. 0) then 

prime = g(lev) 
end if 
delx = 0.0 
dely = 0.0
delz = (prime - 1) * space(lev,3) 

end if

p2(l) = parx + delx 
p2 (2) = pary + dely 
p2(3) = parz + delz

else ! LEV = M AND HIGHEST LEVEL HAS NO PARENT
if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 2)) .or.

((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 0))) then ! LEV || X 
p2(l) = x + 0.5 * length(lev) * dsind(theta(lev)) 
p2(2) = y
p 2 (3) = z - 0.5 * length(lev) * dcosd(theta(lev)) 

else if (((connect .eq. 1) .and. (dummy .eq. 0)) .or.
((connect .eq. 2) .and. (dummy .eq. 2))) then ! I I Y 

p2(1) = x
p2(2) = y + 0.5 * length(lev) * dsind(phi(lev)) 
p2(3) = z - 0.5 * length(lev) * dcosd(phi(lev)) 

else if (dummy .eq. 1) then ! || Z
p 2 (1) = x 
p2(2) = y
p 2 (3) = z + 0.5 * length(lev) 

end if 
end if 

end if 
end if

! ONLY ENTER THIS LOOP WHEN EOF IS REACHED WHEN READING COORD FILE 
dum2 = 0
if (dum2 .ne. 0) then 

eof = -true, 
end if

100
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return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE WITHIN: CHECKS TO SEE IF THE NODE LIES WITHIN
* A VESSEL. THERE ARE TWO CHECKS WHICH ARE PERFORMED: A RADIAL CHECK
* AND A LONGITUDINAL CHECK. FOR THE RADIAL CHECK, THE DISTANCE FROM THE NODE
* TO THE CENTERLINE OF THE VESSEL IS FOUND. IF THIS DISTANCE IS LESS THAN
* THE RADIUS OF THE VESSEL, THEN THE RADIAL CHECK IS PASSED. FOR THE
* LONGITUDINAL CHECK, THE INTERSECTION POINT OF THE LINE DRAWN FROM THE
* NODE TO THE CENTERLINE IS FOUND. THIS POINT MUST LIE BETWEEN Pi AND P2
* FOR THE LONGITUDINAL CHECK TO BE PASSED.

subroutine within (capd, dia, incap, lev, node, pi, p2, 
vdia, vtype, inside, r)

implicit none

include 1maxvals.f 1

integer lev, vtype 
integer i
real*8 capd, dia(maxi), node(3), pi(3), p2(3), vdia(maxi) 
real*8 a, ang, b, c, cross, d, dot, e, f, g 
real*8 mag, r, rad, uv(3), v (3), w (3) 
logical incap, inside

mag(a,b,c) = sqrt((a*a + b*b + c*c)) ! MAG OF A VECTOR
dot(a,b,c,d,e,f) = a*d + b*e+ c*f i DOT PRODUCT
cross(a,b,c,d,e,f) = mag(b*f - c*e,c*d - a*f,a*e - b*d) ! CROSS PRODUCT

! FIND UNIT VECTOR’ALONG THE CENTERLINE 
do i = 1, 3

v (i) = p2(i) - pi(i) ! COMPONENTS OF VETOR V
w (i) = node(i) - pl(i) ! COMPONENTS OF VETOR W 

end do 
do i = 1, 3

uv (i) = v(i) / mag(v(l) ,v(2) ,v(3) ) ! COMPONENTS OF UNIT VECTOR ALONG V 
end do

if (mag(w(l),w(2),w(3)) .eg. 0) then ! NODE AT PI
r = 0 
d = 0

else if (((node(1) .eq. p2(1)) .and. (node(2) .eq. p2(2))) .and.
(node (3) .eq. p2 (3) ) ) then ! NODE AT P2

r = 0
d = mag (v(1) ,v (2) ,v(3) )

else i ALL OTHER CASES
! FOR VERIFICATION OF OBTAINING D ANF R IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER, SEE NIKRAVESH'S 
! SOURCE IN ANGELO'S THESIS

! PROJECTION OF W ALONG CENTERLINE 
d = dot(uv(1),uv(2),uv(3),w(l),w(2),w(3))

! PERP DISTANCE FROM NODE TO CENTERLINE 
r = cross(uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),w(l),w(2),w(3)) 

end if

! DETERMINE THE VESSEL RADIUS
if (incap .eq. .true.) then ! VESSEL IS A CAPILLARY 

rad = 0.5 * capd
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else if (vtype .eq. 1) then ! VESSEL IS AN ARTERY 
rad =0.5 * dia(lev)

else if (vtype .eq. 2) then ! VESSEL IS A VEIN 
rad =0.5 * vdia(lev) 

end if

if ((r .It. rad) .and. ! RADIAL CHECK
((d .le. mag(v(1),v (2),v (3))) .and. (d .ge. 0))) then ! LONG CHECK 

inside = .true, 
end if

return
end

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE VELOCITY: CALCULATES THE VELOCITY OF A NODE LYING WITHIN A
* VESSEL. STANDARD FLUIDS PRINCIPLES APPLY. FLOW IS ASSUMED TO BE
* FULLY DEVELOPED AND LAMINAR THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE STRUCTURE. ENTRANCE
* AND EXIT EFFECTS ARE IGNORED, THUS, A PARABOLIC VELOCITY PROFILE IS
* ASSUMED EVERYWHERE. GRAVITY EFFECTS ARE IGNORED. THIS SUBROUTINE IS
* CALLED ONCE FOR EVERY NODE AND WRITES THE THREE VELOCITY COMPONENTS
* AT EACH NODE TO A FILE.

subroutine velocity (capd, capva, dia, incap, lev,
nodenum, pi, p2, r, vavg, vdia, vtype)

implicit none

include 1maxvals.f ' ! CONTAINS MAX ARRAY SIZES

integer i, lev, nodenum, vtype
real*8 capd, capva, dia(maxi), pi(3), p2(3), r, vavg(2,maxi), vdia(maxi) 
real*8 capdpdx, diam, dpdx(2,maxi), uu, vel, vels(3) 
logical incap

uu = u / 10 ! CONVERT POISE TO Pa-s

! CALCULATE THE PRESSURE DROP IN THE VESSEL. DPDX IS CONSTANT WITHIN A
! LEVEL FOR A GIVEN VESSEL TYPE. IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO FIND THE
! PRESSURE DROP EXPLICITLY, BUT IT DOES PROVIDE EXTRA KNOWLEDGE WHICH MIGHT
I BE INTERESTING TO LOOK AT, SO THAT IS WHY IT IS STORED IN AN ARRAY,

if (incap .eq. .true.) then
capdpdx = -32.0 * uu * capva / (capd**2 * le-12) 
vel = - ( (0.25 * capd**2 - r*r) * capdpdx * le-12) / (4.0 * uu) 

else
if (vtype .eq. 1) then ! ARTERY

diam = dia(lev)
else if (vtype .eq. 2) then ! VEIN

diam = vdia(lev) 
end if
dpdx(vtype,lev) = -32.0 * uu * vavg(vtype,lev) / (diam**2 * le-12)

! CALCULATE VELOCITY MAGNITUDE AT NODE
vel = - ( (0.25 * diam**2 ,- r*r) * dpdx(vtype,lev) * le-12)

/ (4.0 * uu)
end if

call vel_comp (incap, lev, pi, p2, vel, vtype, vels)

write(93,10) nodenum, (vels(i), i = 1, 3)
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10 format(x/i8/3g20.4)

return
end

*******************************************************************************

** ** ** *************************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE VEL_COMP: CALCULATES X, Y, AND Z COMPONENTS OF VELOCITY.
* FLOW DIRECTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: BLOOD FLOWS FROM Pi TO P2 IN THE
* CAPILLARIES, LEVEL 1 ARTERIES, AND IN ALL VEINS EXCEPT LEVEL 1, AND
* FROM P2 TO PI IN THE LEVEL ONE VEINS AND IN ALL ARTERIES EXCEPT LEVEL 1.
•* WHEN FINDING UNIT VECTORS, LEVEL ONE VESSELS MUST BE TREATED SEPARATELY
* BECAUSE H (1) = 0. THIS RESULTS IN PI = P2 WHICH GIVES A UNIT VECTOR
* OF ZERO AND THUS THE PROGRAM BOMBS WHEN DIVIDING BY D. FOR FUTURE
* MODIFICATIONS, NOTE THAT THIS WILL HAPPEN ON ANY LEVEL
* WHENEVER H = 0 OR 1.

subroutine vel_comp (incap, lev, pi, p2, vel, vtype, vels) 

implicit none 

include 'maxvals.f

integer lev, vtype 
integer i
real*8 pl(3), p2(3), vel
real*8 a, b, c, d, mag, uv(3), vels(3)
logical incap

mag(a,b,c) = sqrt((a*a + b*b + c*c)) ! MAG OF A VECTOR

if (((incap .eg. .true.) .or. ! CAP FLOW
( (vtype .eg. 2) .and. (lev .ne. 1))) .or. ! VEIN NOT LEV 1
( (vtype .eg. 1) .and. (lev .eg. 1))) then ! LEV 1 ART

! FLOW FROM PI TP P2
do i = 1, 3

uv (i) = p2(i) - pl(i) ! VECTOR FROM PI TP P2 
end do

else if (((vtype .eg. 1) .and. (lev .ne. 1)) .or. ! ART NOT LEV 1
( (vtype .eg. 2) .and. (lev .eg. 1))) then ! LEV 1 VEIN

! FLOW FROM P2 TP Pi
do i = 1, 3

uv (i) = pi (i) - p2(i) ! VECTOR FROM P2 TP Pi
end do 

end i f
d = mag(uv(1), uv(2), uv(3)) 
do i = 1, 3

uv(i) = uv(i) / d ! UNIT VECTOR
end do 
do i = 1, 3

vels (i) = vel * uv(i) ! VELOCITY COMPONENTS
end do

return
end

*******************************************************************************
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